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Regulation of the Actin Cytoskeleton in the Neuronal Growth Cone
by
Geraldine A. Strasser
Submitted to the Department of Biology on January 25, 2005
in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology
ABSTRACT
During the development of the nervous system, axons and dendrites are guided to
their targets throughout the brain and body through the detection of diffusible and
surface-bound guidance cues. The growth cone, a specialized structure found at the tips
of axons and dendrites, detects and interprets these cues. Activation of downstream
intracellular singling pathways leads to changes in the cytoskeleton of the growth cone
that affect its motility. Although a number of the key players in this system have been
identified, the means by which the growth cone is able to directly rearrange its
cytoskeleton in response to guidance cues is not known.
In the following experiments, I have examined the roles of several known actin-
binding proteins in the remodeling of the growth cone cytoskeleton. The Arp2/3 protein
complex binds to an existing actin filament and nucleates formation of a daughter branch.
Arp2/3 activity generates a dense actin network in fibroblast cells that drives membrane
protrusions. However, the role of this activity in neuronal growth cones has not been
established. We have used an inhibitory strategy to explore the requirement for Arp2/3 in
growth cone morphology and function. Arp2/3 is not required for growth cone
morphology or the generation of protrusive structures; however, it may be required for
proper motility in response to axon guidance cues.
Activity the EnaNASP family of proteins promotes the formation of long,
unbranched filaments in fibroblast systems. Ena/VASP has also been genetically linked
to axon guidance pathways in Drosophila, C. elegans, and mice. To examine the role of
Ena/VASP proteins in growth cones, we used a strategy to simultaneously inhibit all
three mammalian family members in neurons. Ena/VASP proteins were found to have a
key role in filopodia formation in growth cones.
During the course of my graduate work I was involved in several collaborations
that examined the roles of several other proteins involved in the regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton. Relevant excerpts from these experiments are presented.
Thesis Supervisor: Frank Gertler
Title: Associate Professor of Biology
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Chapter 1
Thesis Overview and Introduction
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Thesis overview
During development of the nervous system, axons and dendrites are guided to
their targets through the detection of diffusible and surface-bound factors. In recent
years, a number of these factors and their neuronal receptors have been identified, and
many downstream intracellular effector proteins have been characterized. However,
delineating the means by which the cell translates this information into guided motility
remains a major challenge in the field. In my thesis work, I have attempted to
characterize the roles of several factors known to be involved in remodeling of the
cytoskeleton.
In the following introduction I will first introduce the growth cone as a
specialized motile structure used by neurons to establish synaptic connections throughout
the brain and body. I will discuss several major classes of axon guidance factors and
their downstream effector proteins, with a special focus on factors used in experiments in
the body of the thesis. I will introduce the cytoskeleton as the cellular structure that
facilitates motility in growth cones as well as other cell types and I will discuss how the
various features of the cytoskeleton are generated, maintained, and broken down. Two
major factors will be discussed in detail: actin-nucleating Arp2/3 complex, and the
Ena/VASP family of actin-binding proteins. I will give a brief historical overview of
microscopy techniques that have been used to study the cytoskeleton with a particular
focus on electron microscopy.
In the body of the thesis I will discuss three major classes of experiments. The
first, in chapter 2, concerns the role of the Arp2/3 complex. In contrast to current models
in the literature, this complex was found to have a regulatory role in axon guidance but
not a primary role in axon or dendrite outgrowth or filopodia formation. In Chapter 3 I
will discuss experiments testing the role of the ena/VASP family of proteins in growth
cone morphology and axon guidance. Ena/VASP activity was found to have a critical
role in the formation of filopodia in the growth cone and in growth cone response to
guidance factors. In Chapter 4, I will discuss the roles of several other relevant proteins
in shaping the cytoskeleton in general whole cell motility.
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I: Axon Guidance
Physical motility is a property of most cells found in multicellular organisms and
is crucial for their development and survival. Cell motility can be roughly divided into
two types of processes, those in which the entire cell is translocated, and those in which
only a part of the cell (such as an axon) moves while the cell body remains stationary.
Some cell types utilize both of these processes at different times. During development of
the mammalian nervous system, neurons and neuronal precursor cells migrate to specific
locations within the embryonic brain and body. Once in place, these cells project axons
and dendrites throughout the brain and body to form synaptic connections. Axons and
dendrites are guided to their targets through the activity of a specialized structure at their
tips known as the growth cone. The growth cone was first described and named by the
Spanish neurologist Santiago Ramon y Cajal in 1890. From observations of fixed
embryonic specimens, Cajal was able to recognize that the cell body was the "genetic,
trophic, and functional center" of the neuron, and dynamic cellular processes extended
from the cell body and formed synaptic connections with other cells. Cajal also
postulated that the growth cone had "chemical sensitivity" and was guided to its target
through the detection of environmental cues[l]. These speculations were remarkably
insightful. The concept of translocation by "chemical sensitivity," now referred to as
axon guidance, has been well established as the biological basis for the development of
the nervous system and establishment of synaptic connections.
IA. The Growth Cone
The size, morphology, and motility of growth cones can vary widely between
neuronal cell types and species. However, most have a general structure with features
that are identifiable in most cell types examined. The growth cone is functionally divided
into three regions. The peripheral region is a region of dynamic filopodia and
lamellipodia that undergo cycles of extension and withdrawal. The transition region, a
region of variable thickness between the peripheral and central regions, contains both
actin and microtubules. The central region is a thicker region that contains microtubules,
vesicles, and other organelles (Figure 1-1)[2].
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Figure 1-1. The peripheral, transitional, and central regions of the growth cone.
Extensive transport occurs between the growth cone and the cell body via the
axon or dendrite shaft. In addition, the growth cone itself carries cellular machinery to
perform a variety of tasks normally associated with the cell body cytoplasm such as
protein translation and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis[3]. Local protein synthesis and
degradation in the growth cone is required in some circumstances for the response to
guidance cues [4]. Ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation may also be involved in the
changes in growth cone responsiveness to certain cues that occurs during migration,
particularly midline crossing[4].
IB. Axon Guidance Factors and Their Receptors
To migrate to their correct synaptic targets, growth cones must detect and
interpret chemical cues in the extracellular environment. The surface of the growth cone
is studded with transmembrane receptor proteins that detect secreted proteins and other
factors in the extracellular environment. These cues may be attractive or repulsive in
nature and are known as axon guidance factors. Upon binding of the appropriate ligand,
the receptors modulate intracellular signaling pathways that govern physiological
changes within the growth cone. In recent years, a large number of axon guidance
factors and their receptors have been characterized genetically and biochemically [5, 61.
In addition, many downstream intracellular signaling pathways that interact with these
receptors have been identified. The following section provides a brief overview of the
major axon guidance factor families, their receptors, and some important downstream
signaling pathways.
Netrins and their Receptors
The one of the first axon guidance factors to be isolated and characterized was a
member of the netrin family. First identified in C. elegans as a gene required for dorsal-
ventral axonal patterning, netrin was later purified from embryonic chick brain extract as
a factor that could elicit outgrowth and turning of spinal cord explants[7]. Netrins are
secreted proteins related to the laminins that can act mainly as attractants but can also
function as repellents[8, 9]. Netrin binds to two different receptor families: the DCC
(Deleted in Colorectal Cancer) family[10], whose two vertebrate members are DCC and
neogenin; and the UNC-5 family, consisting of UNC5H-1, -2, -3 and 4[11]. In general,
an attractive response is elicited by netrin binding to DCC and a repulsive response
results when netrin binds to UNC-5 or UNC-5 bound to DCC[12].
One of the most important and well-characterized functions of netrin is to direct
midline crossing of axons. To coordinate the two halves of the body, a subset of the
axons that originate on one half of the brain or spinal cord cross the midline at specified
points and terminate on the opposite side of the body. To attract these axons across, the
midline secretes netrin. Commissural axons expressing DCC detect netrin and respond
with attractive migration. Once these axons reach the midline, they are expelled on the
contralateral side[13, 14].
Genetic experiments in Drosophila and in mice have demonstrated the importance
of netrin to midline crossing. When both Drosophila netrin genes are deleted, the midline
commissures of the embryonic ventral nerve cord are disrupted or appear thinner[l5].
Null mutants in frazzled, the Drosophila DCC homologue, have similar CNS defects[16].
Mutations in the C. elegans homologue of netrin (UNC-6), or its receptors (UNC-40 and
UNC-5), result in misdirected migration of pioneer axons[17]. In mice, Netrin-1 is
expressed by the cells of the embryonic floor plate, and disruption of the Netrin-1 gene
results in early postnatal lethality with defects in the spinal and forebrain
commissures[18]. Mice lacking functional DCC also have defects in axonal projections
of the brain and spinal cord[l9].
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Like many axon guidance receptors, DCC and UNC5 are "modular" in nature,
meaning that their extracellular and intracellular domain functions are separable. The
extracellular domain determines ligand-binding specificity, and the intracellular domain
determines the cellular response (attraction or repulsion). For example, a fusion protein
consisting of the DCC extracellular domain and the UNC5H2 cytoplasmic domain will
bind Netrin but induce a repulsive response[20]. Likewise, a receptor consisting of the
cytoplasmic domain of Frazzled (the Drosophila DCC orthologue) and the extracellular
domain of Robo (which binds the guidance factor Slit and causes repulsion) will bind Slit
but mediate attraction[21]. The development and use of these "chimeric" receptors has
proved to be an important tool in the study of guidance receptor function[22-24].
Slits and Robos
The first Slit gene was identified in a Drosophila melanogastor screen for defects
in larval cuticule patterning[25]. Its name is derived from the nervous system phenotype
seen in slit mutant flies: a collapsed ventral nerve cord with a "slit-like" appearance [26].
Roundabout (Robo) is the receptor for Slit, and is also named for the nervous system
phenotype seen in flies[27, 28]. In robo mutant flies, axons freely cross and re-cross the
midline resulting in a "roundabout" phenotype. C. elegans homologues of robo (SAX-3)
and slit (SLT-1) also mediate several axon guidance pathways including midline
repulsion[29, 30].
In mammals there are three Slit genes (Slitl-3)[31] and four Robo genes (Robol-
4)[32, 33]. They are broadly expressed during development [34] and involved in the
whole-cell migration of neurons and non-neuronal cells and in axon branching[35]. Null
mutations in Robo-l or Robo-2 in mice result in commissural axon guidance defects[36].
Deletion of Robo3, also known as Rig-1, results in a failure of commissural axons to
cross the midline[37]. Robo4 expression is confined to the vascular endothelium.
Although a genetic null has not yet been developed, Robo4 is thought to inhibit
angiogenesis in response to Slit signaling[33, 38, 39].
Slit proteins can function as a repellents at the midline for longitudinal axons,
which do not cross the midline, and for commissural axons that have already crossed the
midline[40]. Activity of Robo, a transmembrane receptor of the Immunoglobulin
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superfamily, is tightly regulated in commissural axons. In Drosophila, Robo is
sequestered away from the axon surface prior to midline crossing through the activity of
the proteins Commisureless[41] and released to the surface post-crossing. In vertebrates,
expression Robol and Robo2 is also upregulated after midline crossing, however, a small
amount is expressed on axons prior to crossing. Prior to midline crossing, Robo is
inhibited by Rigl (Robo3) which is expressed on commissural neurons prior to crossing,
and is hypothesized to be a naturally occurring dominant-negative[37].
In some axon guidance pathways in vertebrates, Robo has been hypothesized to
assist in post-crossing repulsion from the midline by silencing attraction of commissural
axons to netrin. Robo binds the netrin receptor DCC when it is expressed in the same
growth cone. This interaction requires binding of Slit to the extracellular domain of
Robo. Binding of Slit-activated Robo to DCC silences its attractive response to netrin
[24]. Mediating loss of attraction to netrin may be an important function of Robo in the
repulsion of commissural axons at the midline.
Robo has several binding partners that link extracellular signals with intracellular
signaling pathways and proteins that mediate changes in the cytoskeleton. The Abelson
tyrosine kinase (Abl) and one of its substrates, Enabled (Ena) both bind directly to the
CCI and CC2 regions, respectively, of the cytoplasmic domain of Robo[42]. Robo also
interacts with the actin cytoskeleton by signaling to the Rho-family small GTPases (see
below) through a family of GTPase-Activating Proteins (GAPs) that include the Slit-
Robo GAPs (srGAPs) [43] and Drosophila Vilse[44].
Ephrins and Ephs
The Ephrin family of axon guidance factors, and their receptors, the Ephs, are a
family of proteins broadly involved in morphogenesis as well as axon guidance. Four
ephrins and one Eph receptor (VAB-1) have been identified in C. elegans; they function
in several embryonic morphogenesis pathways[45-47]. One Eph receptor (EPH), and one
ephrin (Dephrin) have been identified in Drosophila and are potentially involved in axon
guidance in the CNS[48, 49]. In vertebrates, however, the ephrin family is much larger:
nine ephrins and sixteen Eph receptors have been identified[50]. In vertebrates, ephrins
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have been extensively studied because of their roles in embryonic patterning and in
generating topographic maps in the vertebrate visual system[50, 51].
Unlike most other axon guidance factors, the ephrin ligands are not secreted but
membrane bound or transmembrane proteins. Ephrins are divided into two subclasses:
ephrinAs are anchored to the cell membrane through a glycosylphosphatidylinositol
(GPI) linkage, whereas ephrinBs have a single transmembrane and a cytoplasmic
domain[50, 52]. Eph receptors are transmembrane tyrosine kinases that also fall into two
subclasses, EphAs and EphBs. In general, ephrinAs bind to EphA receptors and
ephrinBs to EphBs, although there are several cases of crossover interactions[53].
Signaling between ephrins and Ephs is bi-directional; that is, signaling pathways
can be activated in cells expressing the ligand as well as those expressing the receptor
upon ligand:receptor binding[54].The capacity of the Eph/ephrin system to generate bi-
directional signaling between two cells as they contact each other makes it a useful
system for mediating pattern formation in the embryo. Populations of adjacent cells, one
expressing an ephrin and the other expressing an Eph receptor, can segregate from each
other and form a tissue boundary through the mutual repulsive activity. This type of
repulsion is thought to create boundaries between the developing rhombomeres in the
developing hindbrain[55]and between epithelial somites and the surrounding
mesenchyme[56].
In the vertebrate visual and olfactory systems, gradients of Eph and ephrin
expression mediate the formation of topographic maps in the brain[50, 571. In a
topographic map, physical locations of neurons in the sensory organ, with respect to each
other are maintained by their axonal projections to the brain. This allows a stimulus
detected by one of these systems to be assigned positional information in space that is
conveyed to the brain. A topographic map is generated by the axons of the retinal
ganglion cells as they project to the midbrain (in mice, the superior colliculus or SC). In
this system, Ephrins and Eph recptors are expressed in counter-gradients across the retina
and the SC[51, 58]. Axons from the anterior retina express low levels of EphA and
project to the posterior SC, which has high levels of ephrinA expression, and vice
versa[59, 60]. EphrinA functions as an attractant for Eph-expressing axons until Eph
receptor signaling reaches a threshold level, at which point it becomes repulsive[61 ]. The
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axonal connection in the SC is maintained at the point of balance between attraction and
repulstion. Axons expressing high levels of Ephs are sensitive to lower levels of ephrins,
so they form a connection a shorter distance up the ephrin gradient.
Semaphorins, Neuropilins, and Plexins
Semaphorins are a large, divergent family of axon guidance factors that are
characterized by the presence of a semaphorin motif in their extracellular domain[62].
Invertebrate semaphorins fall into two categories: transmembrane (class 1) and secreted
(class 2), while vertebrate semaphorins are classified into 5 categories (classes 3-7)[63].
Drosophila semaphorins are involved in many aspects of nervous system development
and mutations in these genes result in various nervous system defects, including CNS and
motor axon guidance[64, 65], proper axon fasciculation[64], and synaptic
arborization[66]. The five classes of vertebrate semaphorins are involved in a variety of
neurogenic and morphogenetic processes[67]. Semaphorin signaling is mediated by
receptors of the plexin and neuropilin families[67]. While an exhaustive review of these
systems is beyond the scope of this discussion, several family members involved in axon
guidance will be introduced.
Class 3 semaphorins are secreted proteins involved in diverse morphogenic
processes. SEMA-3A was one of the first semaphorins to be identified[68]. Originally
called collapsin-l, SEMA-3A causes collapse or repulsion in many cell types, and is
often used experimentally as a prototypical repulsive guidance factor[69-72]. SEMA-3A
has been linked to regulators of the actin cytoskeleton. For example, SEMA-3A
activation of a receptor complex comprised of Neuropilinl/PlexinA1 results in cofilin
inactivation by LIM Kinase phosphorylation [73]. SEMA-3A and several other
Semaphorins also signal through the Rho GTPases, known regulators of the
cytoskeleton[741].
The Morphogens
One recent exciting development in the field of axon guidance was the discovery
that proteins previously known to function as morphogens to specify cell fate during
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embryogenesis may have an additional function as axon guidance factors. Sonic
hedgehog (Shh), a secreted morphogen, was shown to orchestrate axon guidance
decisions [75, 76]. Shh was found to account for the residual correct midline crossing of
commissural axons in Netrin-1 mutant mice and for the ability of Netrin-null floorplate
from to cause attractive turning of axons in an explant system. Shh acts through its
receptor Smoothened (Smo) but how activation of this signaling pathway causes turning
is still unknown. In addition to Shh, several other developmental morphogens, including
BMP-7[77] and Wnt-5[78] have also been found to function in axon guidance.
IC. Downstream Signaling and Effectors
The axon guidance factors and receptors described above act through a wide
variety of intracellular downstream signaling pathways. Many of these pathways are
accessed by different receptors and there is significant crosstalk between downstream
signals. These systems are extremely complex and extensive, so the following overview
will be limited to a few effector pathways that are relevant to the systems and
experiments discussed in the Results section. More extensive analysis can be found in
several excellent reviews[5, 6, 79-81].
Second Messengers: Cyclic Nucleotides and Calcium
Activation of certain transmembrane receptors can cause localized increases in
levels of second messenger molecules. Second messengers include the cylic nucleotides
cyclic AMP (cAMP) and cyclic GMP (cGMP), which are generated by adenylyl and
guanylyl clyclases on the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. cAMP and cGMP
activate Protein Kinase A (PKA) and Protein Kinase G (PKG), respectively. PKA and
PKG can phosphorylate a number of intracellular targets that mediate growth cone
response to guidance cues. These include EnaNASP proteins, which are activated by
PKA phosphorylation[82, 83]; and RhoA, a Rho-family GTPase, whose function in axon
guidance is discussed below[84].
Many axon guidance factors can function as attractants in one situation and
repellents in another. The response of a growth cone to a certain factor is can dependent
on levels of cyclic nucleotides; an attractive response can be converted to repulsion by
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altering cyclic nucleotide levels, and vice versa[72, 85, 86]. This system might enable a
growth cone to quickly change its response to a certain extracellular factor. For example,
a growth cone might be attracted to an intermediate target along its trajectory but convert
its response to repulsion after passing the target by altering cyclic nucleotide levels to
avoid stalling.
Rho GTPases
One group of proteins that has a critical role in axon guidance as well as other
types of cell motility is the Rho family of small GTPases, and the battery of proteins that
regulate their activity[87]. The Rho GTPases are molecular switches that become active
when GTP is bound. After hydrolyzing the GTP to GDP, the GTPase returns to an
inactive state until the GDP is exchanged for GTP again. Active GTPases can either
stimulate or inhibit the activity of their target proteins, which may be kinases,
phosphtases, or other types of effectors. GTPases are themselves regulated by guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). GEFs
positively regulate the activity of GTPases by stimulating the release of GDP and uptake
of GTP; GAPs enhance the hydrolysis of GTP to GDP, inhibiting their activity.
Genetic experiments in Drosophila have demonstrated that Rho GTPases are
required for proper axon guidance[88-92]. Rho-GTPases have been shown to be
involved in regulating the cytoskeleton in growth cones and in other cell types. These
signaling molecules may function by transmitting information from transmembrane
guidance receptors to proteins that directly regulate the cytoskeleton, resulting in guided
motility. The role(s) of Rho GTPases in regulating the actin cytoskeleton are discussed
in more detail in Section II.
The Ena/VASP family
One family of proteins that has been implicated in the regulation of axon guidance
in a variety of systems is the Ena/VASP family. The first member of this family to be
described was the drosophila protein Ena[93] which was identified in a screen for
dominant mutations that suppressed the pheontype caused by mutations in abl, the
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Ableson tyrosine kinase. Mutations in Ena alone are embryonic lethal and cause defects
in the ventral nerve cord, including thinning and defasciculation of the commusural and
longitudinal axonal bundles; axon misrouting; and in increase in axons exiting the
CNS[94](Figure 1-2). Ena mutants also have defects in the innervation of ventral
muscles. A subset of the motor axons of the intersegmental nerve route (ISN), referred to
as ISNb, normally defasciculates from the ISN at a particular choice point to innervate
the adjacent muscles. In ena mutants, the ISNb defasciculates successfully but fails to
enter the target muscle; or it fails to defasciculate entirely, bypassing the choice
point[95]. Thus, in Drosophila, Ena is a critical mediator of axon guidance in both the
CNS and PNS.
Figure 1-2. Mutations in Ena result in axon guidance defects. From [94]A: ena/ena"~. Ventral nerve
cord of the Drosophila embryo appears normal. B: ena;C'/enaGs. Defasciculation and misrouting of the
ventral nerve cord.
The C. elegans homologue of Ena, UNC-34, was identified shortly after Ena in a
screen for mutations that cause abnormal axon elongation or fasciculation[96]. Mutations
in UNC-34 result in an "uncoordinated" phenotype and axon guidance defects in several
nerve tracts including motor neurons in the ventral nerve cordj971 and defects in the
migration of the AVM axon[98]. Three Ena/VASP proteins are present in mammals
(Mena, EVL and VASP)[991. Mutations in Mena result in defects in formation of certain
brain commisures[100]. Additional mutations to other family members increase the
severity of developmental defects[ 101 ; these phenotypes will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 2.
Genetic experiments in Drosophila and C. elegans have placed Ena and UNC-34
in several axon guidance signaling pathways, including those downstream of Slit/Robo.
Because the CC2 domain of Robo contains a conserved binding site for Ena, Ena was
hypothesized to be an effector protein for the Robo receptor, possibly linking receptor
activation to changes in the cytoskeleton. In the Drosophila embryo, mutations in Ena
cause defects in midline crossing by axons of the ventral nerve cord[94]. However, loss
of one allele of Robo on an Ena-null background significantly increases the severity of
these defects [42](on a wild-type background, heterozygosity of Robo has no effect). Abl
is a tyrosine kinase that phosphorylates Ena [94] and genetic interactions were also found
between Robo and Abl[42]. These results indicate that Ena and Abl mediate Robo
signaling: Ena as a downstream effector and Abl as a negative regulator. Experiments in
C. elegans reveal a similar role for UNC-34. Mutations in UNC-34 enhanced weak loss
of function mutations in SAX-3, (the Slit homologue), and suppress those caused by
ectopically expressed SLT-1 (the Slit orthologue)[98]. This indicates that UNC-34
functions as an effector of Robo in worms as well. In vertebrates, a physical interaction
has been shown between the vascular-specific Robo4 and Mena in vitro[33].
Genetic experiments indicate that Abl and Ena also play opposing roles
downstream of the axon guidance receptor Dlar in Drosophila[95]. Dlar is a receptor
tyrosine phosphotase whose ligand is unknown. Mutations in Dlar result in misrouting of
the ISNb motor axon such that it fails to defasciculate from the intersegmental nerve
route (ISN) and innervate the adjacent muscle. This phenotype is referred to as a
"bypass." Ena mutants have a somewhat similar bypass phenotype, whereas abl mutants
have a "stop short" phenotype in the ISNb nerve[102]. Mutations in Abl suppress the
dlar phenotype. Both Ena and Abl bind directly to Dlar and are substrates of its
phosphatase activity in vitro.
EnaNASP proteins have also been linked to the Netrin/DCC signaling pathway.
Mutations in UNC-34 suppress axon misrouting caused by ectopic expression of UNC-5
in the touch-sensitive mechanosensory neurons[97]. In other experiments, UNC-34
mutations were found to suppress the phenotype caused by ectopic expression of a
myristyolated (constitutively active) form of UNC-40 (DCC) in the AVM neuron[103].
Genetic experiments in this paper found that UNC-34 also functions in endogenous
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UNC-40 signaling, and that this is mediated by the P1 cytoplasmic domain of UNC-40.
UNC-34 acts to promote axon attraction via UNC-40. However, UNC-40 also functions
in an UNC-34 independent manner that involves CED-10 (the C. elegans Rac GTPase).
These results suggest that UNC-34 and CED-10/Rac function in parallel pathways
downstream of UNC-40 to coordinate remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton during growth
cone migration.
II: The Actin Cytoskeleton
Cell motility in both neurons and other cell types is mediated by the cytoskeleton.
There are three main components of the cytoskeleton in vertebrates: the actin
cytoskeleton, the microtubule cytoskeleton, and the intermediate filaments. Intermediate
filaments are critical for the structural integrity of cells and tissues in vertebrates[104].
However, a role for intermediate filaments in motility has not been established. Actin
and microtubules are also essential components of many cellular processes and their
structure, dynamics, and regulation have been extensively studied. In particular, much is
known about the behavior and regulation of the actin cytoskeleton during cell and growth
cone motility; the most significant findings and those most pertinent to the experiments in
the following chapters will be summarized in the following sections.
IIA. Actin
Actin is the most abundant protein in most eukaryotic cells and is involved in
many cellular processes, including membrane protrusion. It is represented in both the
monomeric or globular (G) form and the polymerized or filament (F) form in cells.
Purified G-actin under physiological conditions at or above a certain concentration (the
critical concentration) will polymerize spontaneously after a lag phase. This lag phase
represents actin trimer formation, which is the rate-limiting step in vitro[105]. In cells,
although the concentration of actin is very high, little actin is free in solution; most is
present in filaments or sequestered by G-actin binding proteins[106-108]. Monomer
sequestration and other regulatory mechanisms allow the cell to tightly control when and
where actin is polymerized, and what higher-order structures are generated by actin
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polymers[109, 110]. In cells, actin filament formation is initiated by an increase in free
barbed ends. Barbed ends can be generated by severing of pre-existing actin filaments or
through the activity of specialized "nucleating" proteins, such as the formins, or
complexes of proteins, such as the Arp2/3 complex[Ill, 112]. The roles of these
proteins in actin filament polymerization will be discussed more extensively in section
IID and Chapter 2.
Actin is an ATPase. Hydrolysis and dissociation of the y-phosphate marks the
age of actin filaments as newly polymerized filament ends will consist of ATP-bound
monomers, slightly older regions of filament of ADP-Pi-bound monomers, and the oldest
of ADP-bound monomers[1 13, 114]. Hydrolysis of ATP also alters the affinity of actin
monomers for the actin filament and for other actin-binding proteins[ 1l5]. Exchange of
ADP for ATP on the monomer is mediated by profilin, which returns actin to the pool
available for polymerization[1 16].
To form filaments, monomers add head-to-tail which confers an overall polarity
to the filament. Terminology to describe this polarity is derived from electron
micrographs of actin filaments decorated with myosin protein in vitro-the arrowhead
pattern of the myosins led one end of the actin filament to be designated the "barbed" end
and the other end the "pointed" end. Addition of ATP-bound monomers is favored at the
barbed end. At the pointed end, association of ATP-bound monomers is also slightly
favored over dissociation. However, dissociation of the ADP-bound monomers is also
strongly favored at the pointed end, which results in a tendency of the pointed end to
depolymerize. Overall, polymerization at the barbed end and depolymerization at the
pointed end results in filament treadmilling, and contributes to the dynamism of the actin
cytoskeleton[ 117].
The force needed to push the cell membrane forward is thought to be generated by
the polymerization of actin filaments at the leading edge of the cell[118, 119]. Actin
filaments at the leading edge are oriented with their "barbed" or fast-growing ends
oriented towards the plasma membrane. These filaments are flexible, and may bend
slightly away from the membrane as a result of thermal fluctuations[120]. If an actin
monomer is added to the end of the filament as it bends away from the plasma
membrane, its increased length as it bends back will cause displacement of the plasma
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membrane in the forward direction. Thus, a network of rapidly polymerizing filaments
that are slightly flexible but still stiff enough to displace the plasma membrane can
generate an area of forward protrusion of the cell.
IIB. Actin-Binding Proteins
A vast array of proteins and other factors have evolved to direct the
polymerization, depolymerization, and stability of actin filaments. Those most relevant
to the regulation of motility fall into several general categories (see Table 1-1 for
examples). Actin filament nucleating factors nucleate the formation of actin filaments
from monomers. They can shorten the lag phase associated with spontaneous nucleation
as well as control the timing and location of polymerization. Capping proteins include
those that cap the barbed end or the pointed end of filaments. The can inhibit monomer
addition and loss from the ends. Monomer binding proteins aid in filament turnover and
maintain a pool of unpolymerized actin. Severing and depolymerizing proteins break
down filaments to create new barbed ends and increase the pool of free monomer,
enabling rapid recycling of actin filaments. Bundling and crosslinking proteins link
filaments together to create complex higher-order structures. Table 1-1 gives some
examples of each of these types of proteins.
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Protein Type/Function Examples
Filament Nucleators Arp2/3 [121], formins[l11]
Filament Capping Proteins CapZ[122], CapG[123], Gelsolin[124]
(Barbed End)
Filament Capping Protein Tropomodulin[125], Arp2/3
(Pointed End)
Monomer Binding Proteins Profilin[ 126], 15-thymosin[1 6]
Severing and Depolymerizing ADF/cofilin[l 15]
Bundling and Crosslinking Filamin, Fascin[127], a-actinin
Proteins
IIC. Actin-Based Protrusive Structures
Actin filaments are versatile building blocks and are capable of generating a
number of diverse higher order structures. These may include lamellipodia and ruffles,
filopodia, and stress fibers[1281. Stress fibers are long bundles of actin filaments that
emanate from focal adhesions and are important in generating contractile motility;
however, their structure and function will not be extensively discussed here.
Lamellipodia are broad, flat protrusive structures formed at the leading edges of motile
cells. Their underlying structure consists of short actin filaments in a dense branched
network known as the dendritic array[ 1181. This network is generated through rapid actin
polymerization and nucleation of branched filaments by the Arp2/3 complex. A battery
of proteins and other factors regulate lamellipodia formation, morphology, and
disassembly; several of these will be discussed in Section IID.
Filopodia are thin, fingerlike protrusive structures found at the periphery of motile
cells where they undergo cycles of protrusion and withdrawal. The core components of
filopodia are long, unbranched actin filaments that have been bundled together by actin
cross-linking proteins. The filaments are aligned in parallel with the barbed ends oriented
in the direction of protrusion[ 1291. A complex of proteins at the tips of filopodia (the tip
complex) is thought to be essential for regulating filopodia dynamics[ 1301. Filopodia
will be discussed in Section IIE.
Figure 1-4. Actin-based protrusive structures in fibroblasts. A: Mouse embryonic fibroblast stained
with phalloidin. Arrowheads indicate lamellipodia. B: RAT2 fibroblast stained with fascin, a marker for
filopodia (arrowheads).
IID: Generation of Lamellipodia
Cofilin and Network Initiation
To initiate protrusion, cells must generate a high concentration of actin filament
barbed ends. One mechanism of barbed end generation is filament severing. The cofilin
protein severs actin filaments and facilitates actin monomer dissociation from the pointed
end of the filament. Cofilin recruitment and activition at the plasma membrane can
initiate protrusion of new lamellipodia[131-1331. The severing activity potentiates
Arp2/3 activity by providing new barbed ends for polymerization and Arp2/3 binding,
and monomer dissociation helps replenish the pool of available actin monomers at the
lamellipodia[134, 1351 (Figure 1-4). Cofilin activity is regulated by phosphorylation of a
single serine residue at its amino-terminus. Phosphorylation of this serine by LIM Kinase
(LIMK) inactivates cofilin[136]; dephosphorylation by the Slingshot (SSH) phosphotase
activates it[1371. LIMK kinase itself is activated by downstream effectors of the Rho




Figure 1-4. Cofilin severs actin filaments, increasing the concentration of free barbed ends.
The Arp2/3 Complex and Network Elaboration
The discovery and characterization of the Arp2/3 complex was a significant step
in the understanding of how actin filament polymerization is regulated in the cell. The
Arp2/3 complex was first purified from Acanthamoeba castellani as a complex with
affinity to profilin 11381 and subsequently from human platelets as a factor required in a
host cell for the motility of the intracellular pathogen Listeria monocytogenes.ll211.
FIwtin
Arp2/3 was found to accelerate polymerization of actin in vitrol 1391 and to be enriched
in a discrete band at the leading edge of motile cells that is a site of dynamic actin
network assembly[1401. Within the actin network, Arp2/3 is localized at Y-shaped
branch points between actin filaments 11411, [1421. Arp2/3 is thought to bind near the
barbed end of actin filaments near the plasma membrane and nucleate a daughter filament
at a characteristic 700 angle to the first filament[ 1411.
The Arp2/3 complex is comprised of seven protein subunits; in humans they are
designated Arp(Actin-related protein)2, Arp3, p41-Arc, p34-Arc, p21-Arc, p20-Arc, and
pl6-Arc[ 140]. Structurally, Arp2 and Arp3 resemble actin monomers when folded, and
are thought to mimic an actin trimer when bound to an additional G-actin monomerl 143,
1441. Since trimer formation is the rate-limiting step in the formation of an actin filament
from monomers, the Arp2/3 complex is able to catalyze filament formation, p34-Arc
and p20-Arc bind together and form a core complex that is required for the structural
integrity of the whole Arp2/3 complex as well as binding to actinl 1451.
Actin filament polymerization must be precisely regulated within a cell. To
insure that actin networks are generated only at appropriate times and places, Arp2/3 is
constitutively inactive in the cell. Activation is mediated through the binding of a
member of the SCAR/WASP family of proteins (Figure 1-5). In humans, two WASP
proteins (WASP and N-WASP) and three SCAR proteins (SCARI-3; also called
WAVE1-3) exist. All WASP/SCAR proteins share a conserved carboxy-terminal domain





Figure 1-5. Activation of Arp2/3 by N-WASP initiates actin branching and nucleation of
new actin filaments.
-+
SCAR/WASP proteins are themselves highly and differentially regulated,
enabling the cell to respond to a variety of signals as well as integrate multiple different
signals to produce an appropriate motility response. Like Arp2/3, SCAR/WASP proteins
are constitutively inactive in cells and their activation is tightly regulated[l47]. WAVEI,
a member of the SCAR family, is held in an inactive state by the binding of a trans-
inhibitory complex. Binding of Racl or the adaptor protein Nck causes dissociation of
the complex, activating WAVE1[148, 149].
WASP family proteins are regulated by a different mechanism. The amino
terminal portion of WASP and N-WASP contains a GTPase binding domain (GBD) that
binds to the carboxy-terminal VCA domain in an intramolecular fashion. When the GBD
is bound to VCA, the protein is autoinhibited (as the VCA domain is unavailable to bind
to Arp2/3). Activation of WASP-family proteins can occur through the binding of the
activated form of the Rho-family small GTPase cdc42 to the GBD domain, which
relieves the autoinhibition and exposes the VCA domain[l50, 151]. Binding of
phosphatidlyinositol 4,5 bisphosphate (PIP2), a component of the lipid membrane
involved in signaling, is also required for cdc42 binding to activate WASP; in the case of
N-WASP, binding of cdc42 alone can partially activate N-WASP, but binding of PIP2
enhances this activity[l148, 151, 152].
The location of Arp2/3 activity in a cell must be confined to the cell periphery in a
specific region in order to confer directionality of movement. In fibroblasts, subcellular
localization experiments have shown that Arp2/3 is found in a discrete band at the
lamellipodial periphery[l140]. This band co-localizes with a band of increased F-actin
staining. The localization of Arp2/3 to this band is mediated through its preferential
affinity for newly-polymerized (ATP-bound) actin[136, 153] and binding to activators
such as N-WASP, which are themselves localized and activated in the cell periphery[l48,
151, 154]. Thus, the localization of Arp2/3 is both critical for, and indicative of its
activity.
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Cortactin and Network Stability
Another protein that contributes to the efficiency of Arp2/3 nucleation is
cortactin. Cortactin was originally identified as a substrate for the activated pp60src, a
tyrosine kinase, and found to bind F-actin and be localized to "cortical" structures such as
ruffles and lamellipodia[155]. Cortactin activates Arp2/3 in a mechanism similar to that
of SCAR/WASP proteins, i.e. binding to Arp2/3 via an acidic region[ll56, 157].
However, cortactin also has an additional function in stabilizing Arp2/3-nucleated
branches[156]. This provides a means for the cell to regulate the stability of an actin
network. The role of cortactin in lamellipodia protrusion and cell motility will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
Figure 1-6. Cortactin stabilizes actin networks generated by Arp2/3 branching.
Regulation of Filament Length
A network of rapidly polymerizing filaments that are slightly flexible but still stiff
enough to displace the plasma membrane can generate an area of forward protrusion of
the cell[119, 158, 1591. To maintain this flexibility, actin filament length must be
precisely regulated. This is accomplished through a balance of filament capping and anti-
capping activities. Capping proteins bind to the barbed end of actin filaments and
prevent the addition of new monomers, effectively terminating their elongation[ 1601.
This activity is counteracted by the Ena/VASP family of proteins, which bind to the
barbed ends of actin filaments but allow the continued addition of monomers, while
blocking the binding of capping proteins[ 161].
Ena/VASP proteins
Ena/VASP proteins have a conserved domain structure with regions of homology
at the N- and C-termini flanking a proline-rich region. These proteins have conserved
binding sites for profilin and zyxin, proteins associated with the regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton, and conserved binding sites for both F-(filamentous) or G-(globular or
monomeric) actin (Figure 1-7).
Figure 1-7. Conserved structure of Ena/VASP proteins.
Immunolocalization of Ena/VASP proteins indicates that they are localized to
focal adhesions, the distal edges of lamellipodia, and the tips of filopodia, all sites of
actin filament assemblyl99]. This suggested that the role of Ena/VASP proteins in
nervous system development might be to regulate the actin cytoskeleton during neuronal
precursor cell migration and neuronal axon guidance. Since one or more of these
proteins is expressed in most cell types examined, a broader role for Ena/VASP in cell
motility in general was also postulated.
In order to examine the role of Ena/VASP proteins in whole cell motility, a
system to simultaneously neutralize the activities of all three family members was
developed. [1621 (Chapter 3). Using this system, Bear and colleagues were able to
examine the role of Ena/VASP in randomly directed whole cell motility. Surprisingly,
they observed that sequestration of Ena/VASP proteins through the expression of FP4-
mito resulted in a significant increase in cell speed in comparison to control cells. This






Conversely, overexpression of Mena or recruitment of EnaNASP proteins to the inner
leaflet of the plasma membrane induced a significant reduction in cell speed.
A more detailed analysis of the motility of these cells revealed that when
Ena/VASP is absent or sequestered, cells produce lamellipodia that actually protrude
more slowly than in control cells. However, these lamellipodia show a greater
persistence with fewer cycles of withdrawl of the lamellipodia. Overall, this results in
faster cell speeds. Similarly, overexpression of Ena/VASP proteins or recruitment to the
cell membrane leads to the production of lamellipodia that protrude more quickly but are
also more likely to withdraw, resulting in slower cell speeds. Presumably, in a wild-type
situation a regulated balance between protrusion and withdrawal is required.
The actin cytoskeleton in the lamellipodia of these cells was imaged using the
platinum replica technique. Cells in which Ena/VASP was sequestered were found to
have actin filaments that were shorter and more extensively branched than in control cells
and cells in which Ena/VASP proteins were enriched in the lamellipodia had actin
filaments that were longer and contained fewer branch points. This suggested that
Ena/VASP activity was able to modulate filament length, perhaps by regulating monomer
addition at the barbed ends of filaments.
Domains and binding partners
Ena/VASP proteins have a conserved domain structure, consisting of an amino
terminal Ena-VASP Homology (EVH) 1 domain and a carboxy-terminal EVH2 domain
flanking a more variable proline-rich region (Figure 1-7). The EVH1 domain is believed
to be involved in the targeting and regulation of EnaNVASP proteins. This region
contains a binding site for the sequence D/E-FPPPP-X(D/E)(D/E), found in the bacterial
protein ActA as described above. This motif is also found in Zyxin and Vinculin, which
recruit Ena/VASP proteins to focal adhesions[99, 163]; Fyb/SLAP, which localizes
Ena/VASP to the phagocytic cups of macrophages and sites of contact between T-cells
and antigen presenting cells [164], and Lamellipodin (Chapter 4), which mediates
localization to the tips of lamellipodia and filopodia.
The proline-rich central domain also has a number of protein-protein interaction
sites. These include binding sites for proteins containing SH3 and WW domains,
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although binding specificity for proteins containing these domains can vary between
Ena/VASP family members. All Ena/VASP family members examined bind profilin, a
small G-actin binding protein via their proline-rich domains. The function of this
interaction may be to enhance the anti-capping activity of EnaNASP. In mice,
hemizygosity of profilin results in a more severe phenotype on a Mena-null background.
However, a Mena mutant protein containing a deletion of the proline-rich region,
including the profilin-binding site, is sufficient to rescue the in vitro motility phenotype
of EnaNASP-deficient cells, suggesting that the proline-rich region may not be required
for all Ena/VASP activities.
The EVH2 domain has an F-actin binding site, a Thymosin f4-Like (TML) motif
that is a putative G-actin binding site, and a coiled-coil domain that mediates
tetramerization of EnaNASP proteins 99, 165]. Expression of a truncated EVH2
domain in Ena/VASP-null cells is sufficient to rescue the motility phenotype of
Ena/VASP-deficient cells. EVH2 localizes to a much broader swath of the lamellipodia
periphery, possibly because EVH1 is required to confine localization of Ena/VASP to
lamellipodia or filopodia tips. The F-actin and TML motifs within the EVH2 domain are
critical elements; deletion of either motif results in a protein that does not localize to the
lamellipodia periphery and is unable to rescue the motility of Ena/VASP deficient cells.
Ena/VASP proteins are regulated by phosphorylation of specific serine and
threonine residues by Protein Kinase A (PKA) and Protein Kinase G (PKG). One of
these sites, just amino-terminal to the proline-rich region, is conserved in all three
mammalian Ena/VASP family members (although not in Drosophila ena, which is
tyrosine phosphorylated at several different sites by the Abl tyrosine kinase). Mena has
one additional PKA/PKG site in the EVH2 domain; this site is conserved in VASP,
which also has a third site in the EVH2 domain. Phosphorylation of the conserved first
site of Mena is essential for its function; expression of a non-phosphorylatable point
mutant (S236A) fails to rescue the motility phenotype of EnaNASP-deficient cells even
though it localizes properly.
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Ena/VASP in vitro
Actin polymerization can be reconsitiuted in vitro and the rate of polymerization
can be monitored through the addition of labeled actin monomers. Under low salt
conditions, purified VASP has a weak actin-nucleating activity[166]. However, under
physiological salt conditions, addition of purified VASP alone has no effect on nucleation
or the rate of elongation[161]. Addition of capping protein alone strongly inhibits
elongation. However, addition of VASP to the reaction with capping protein antagonizes
capping protein activity in a dose-dependent fashion. A truncated protein containing just
the EVH2 domain has an even stronger anti-capping activity, suggesting the EVH1
domain has a regulatory function (M. Barzik, personal communication)
IIE. Generation of Filopodia
Filopodia are long bundles of unbranched actin filaments frequently associated
with lamellipodial protrusion. Although their precise function in fibroblast motility is
unknown, they are though to explore the extracellular environment for cues to direct cell
motility. Recently, Svitkina et al[130] proposed that Arp2/3 activity is required for the
generation of filopodia. Certain filaments within the branched network generated by
Arp2/3 activity are selected for elongation due to the binding of a "tip complex." Tip
complex clustering causes these long filaments to associate and become bundled together
through the activity of actin crosslinking proteins [167] (See Figure 1-9). A number of
proteins have been hypothesized to be present in the tip complex, but the only one that
has been directly observed to be associated with the tip of nascent filopodia in live cells is
VASP[130].
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Figure 1-9. Formation of filopodia from a dendritic array. From Svitkina et al. The Journal of Cell
Biology. Vol. 160. Number 3. (2003).
The actin-binding protein fascin has been shown to be involved in actin bundling
and filopodia formation[127, 130, 167]. Three fascin genes are present in vertebrates.
Fascin-1 (Fascin) is broadly expressed and has been far more extensively studied than
Fascin-2 (expressed in the retina) or Fascin-3 (expressed in testis). In Drosophila, fascin
is required for oogenesis and bristle formation[168], processes that involve actin bundles.
Fascin is a 55-kD protein thought to have two actin binding sites although only
one has been characterized[ 169]. It binds actin filaments that are oriented in parallel with
respect to their barbed and pointed ends[ 170]. Fascin localizes to filopodia in numerous
cell types, incuding fibroblasts and neurons (Figure 1-9), and it is regulated by
phosphorylation of Serine 39 by Protein Kinase C[1691. When phosphorylated, the actin
binding and bundling activites of fascin are inhibited[1711. TPA-mediated
phosphorylation of fascin results in loss of filopodia in growth cones 1721. Fascin
activity is associated with increased motility in several cell types[ 173, 1741 and fascin
expression is upregulated in many invasive cancersl 175-1791. However, the means by
which this protein may increase whole-cell motility is not known.
Figure 1-10. Fascin localizes to filopodia in NG108 neuroblastoma cells. Red = anti-Fascin. Green =
anti-Mena.
III: The Microtubule Cytoskeleton
Microtubules have an essential role in various types of cell motility, including
growth cone motility. In addition, several lines of evidence suggest that actin and
microtubules interact physically and through signaling pathways and these interactions
are important to growth cone motility[ 180-1841.
The tubulin dimers that are the building blocks of microtubules are heterodimers
consisting of an a-tubulin subunit and a P-tubulin subunit[1851. These heterodimers
assemble head-to-tail into linear "protofilaments" 1861. Protofilaments assemble
laterally and form a 25 nm-wide hollow tube consisting of 10-15 protofilaments. Like
actin filaments, microtubules have a polarity. One end is considered the "fast-growing"
end and is called the "plus end." The other end is "slow growing" and is called the
"minus end". Within the microtubule, the ap heterodimers are oriented such that the 3-
tubulin monomers cap the plus end and a-tubulin caps the minus end.
Both 1- and a- tubulin bind GTP, but only P-tubulin hyrdrolyzes GTP during
polymerization. GTP hydrolysis is required for the unique polymerization dynamics of
microtubules, termed dynamic instability [187]. Both ends of the microtubule go through
phases of polymerization and depolymerization and interconvert between the two states.
Catastrophe results when a microtubule end switches from polymerization to
depolymerization and the protofilaments peel away from each other and to dissociate.
Conversely, rescue occurs when depolymerization ceases and polymerization commences
again.
GTP hydrolysis is a key component of dynamic instability. During
polymerization, GTP-bound tubulin heterodimers add on to the end of the microtubule,
most likely as protofilaments sheets [188]. Binding to the microtubule stimulates
hydrolysis of GTP on the 13-tubulin. Hydrolysis of GTP and release of Pi causes a
conformational change in tubulin that introduces strain into the microtubule
structure[189-191]. In its middle, the strained microtubule is still held together by the
lattice structure, but at the ends, the strain can be released as the protofilaments peel apart
and GDP-tubulin dissociates. Since GTP-tubulin lattice is more stable, depolymerization








Figure 1-11. Microtubule assembly and structure.
IV: The Cytoskeleton of the Growth Cone
IVA. Actin
Early experiments showed that actin filaments are abundant in the neuronal
growth cone[193]. Actin is most abundant in the peripheral and transitional regions of
the growth cone, where long filopodia are visible by light microscopy. In the central




























several other actin structures have been documented in the growth cone. These include
"intrapodia", motile, cometlike structures[l83, 194, 195]that travel between the transition
and peripheral regions; and actin arcs[196] and puncta [197]. The function of these
structures is unknown.
In the growth cone, the actin cytoskeleton has a crucial role in axon guidance.
Depolymerization of the actin cytoskeleton by the monomer-sequestering drug
cytochalasin B results in misdirected outgrowth[198] [183] (although in most cases
growth cones treated with cytochalasin are still able to elongate, suggesting that actin
polymerization is not required for primary growth cone motility). In individual growth
cones, localized drug-induced disruption of the actin cytoskeleton causes growth cones to
turn away[ 181]. Furthermore, genetic experiments show that mutations in actin-binding
proteins in flies, worms, and mice often result in axon guidance defects. Genetic
interactions have been shown for a number of actin-binding proteins and axon guidance
factors and receptors; several examples are reviewed in [2].
IVB. Microtubules
Microtubules are found continuously throughout the length of the axon shaft and
extend into the growth cone. Within the growth cone, they are generally confined to the
central region, where they may splay out from the axon shaft or form loops abutting the
transition region. Microtubules also break out of the central region and explore the
peripheral region in an apparently stochastic fashion. These microtubules are dynamic
and undergo cycles of growth and catastrophe[199]. Microtubule dynamics are important
for growth cone motility and turning[200-202] and microtubule invasion of the peripheral
region is thought to be a key step in establishing directionality in axon guidance[2].
Detection of an attractive guidance signal may cause the exploratory microtubule to
become stabilized in that region of the growth cone. Localized growth and expansion of
the cytoskeleton in the vicinity of the stabilized microtubule, combined with collapse and
disassembly on the other side, could result in growth cone turning towards an attractive
cue[183].
Several lines of evidence support this model. In a Xenopus spinal nerve turning
assay, treatment with low doses of nocodazole, a drug that inhibits microtubule
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dynamics, abolished both attractive and repulsive turning, but did not affect outgrowth.
Furthermore, locally stabilizing microtubules in a small area of the growth cone
periphery causes the growth cone to turn towards this region 182].
IVC. Actin-Microtubule Interactions
The actin and microtubule cytoskeletons have different dyamnics and different
molecular functions within the cell. However, they interact with each other through
common binding proteins and signaling pathways. These interactions are required for
growth cone motility and guidance. In the same Xenopus spinal nerve turning assay
described above, growth cone turning caused by localized stabilization of microtubules is
dependant on actin dynamics; bath application of Cytochalasin D, which caps barbed
ends and inhibits actin polymerization, abolishes nocodazole-induced turning[182].
Selective loss of actin bundles in the growth cone also results in microtubule
reorganization including loss of microtubules from the region of actin disassembly. This
cytoskeletal reorganization is followed by growth cone turning away from the area of
actin bundle loss[181].
Microtubules from the central domain of the growth cone periodically enter and
explore the peripheral domain. Recently, a protein associated with the plus end of
microtubules called Orbit/MAST was found to be involved in axon guidance in
Drosophila. Orbit was found to mediate Slit signaling downstream of the Abl tyrosine
kinase, and has been hypothesized to be part of a signaling pathway that coordinates actin
and microtubule dynamics.
V: Microscopy of the Cytoskeleton
A number of experimental methods have been developed to study the
cytoskeleton and its regulation. These include in vitro reconstitution of purified
components, discovery and use of drugs that affect various aspects of cytoskeletal
dynamics, and imaging of live or fixed cells through both light and fluorescent
microscopy. One of the oldest methods of study is electron microscopy. This method
allows visualization of the cytoskeleton either reconstituted in vitro or within the context
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of the fixed cell, with a resolution much greater than that of even the best light
microscopes. The studies described in Chapters 2-4 include data obtained using a
specialized electron microscopy technique developed to image the cytoskeleton[203] and
adapted for use in the neuronal cytoskeleton.
Since the late 1950s, researchers have used the electron microscope to analyze the
development of the nervous system[204]. Tissues were analyzed mainly through
embedding and staining of thin sections. While these techniques are useful for analyzing
the ultrastructure of the cells, including the organelles and synapses, only a small part of
a given cell can be imaged. Furthermore, thin sections provide only limited information
about the three-dimensional structures like the cytoskeleton. Recent developments such
as 3D computer reconstruction from thin sections have been very exciting but are still
low-throughput and of limited use.
To permit visualization of three-dimensional structures, the process of metal
replication can be used. In this technique, a metal coating is applied to fixed and dried
cytoskeletal preparations that can then be imaged using an electron microscope. Several
methods of preparing the cytoskeletons for metal replication have been developed
including the method of platinum replica shadowing developed by Tatyana Svitkina,
Alexander Verkhovsky, and Gary Borisy. [203, 205] This method is reliable, relatively
high-throughput and allows visualization of the overall architechure of the cytoskeleton
as well as detail down to the level of a single filament. It can also be combined with light
or fluorescent live-cell microscopy to correlate the motility or morphology of a live cell
with its ultrastructure. A detailed protocol for the adaptation of this technique, used in
Chapters 2-4, is included in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 2
Role of Arp2/3 Activity in the Actin
Cytoskeleton Architecture of Fibroblasts
and the Neuronal Growth Cone
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Introduction
I: Previous Models of Growth Cone Motility
Cell types such as embryonic fibroblasts, keratocytes, and immortalized cell lines
are both easy to culture and highly motile. They have been powerful tools for identifying
and characterizing factors involved in cell motility. In addition, several motile bacterial
pathogens have been developed as useful model systems for cell motility. However,
these findings may not be representative of all types of cell motility. Many highly
specialized cell types have evolved to perform a wide variety of physiological tasks that
involve the cytoskeleton. In the following chapter models of lamellipodia and filopodia
formation developed in fibroblast and keratocyte systems[l 18, 206] were tested for their
applicability to growth cone motility.
As described in Chapter 1, a key component of lamellipodia and filopodia
formation in these systems is actin branching by the Arp2/3 complex. In lamellipodia,
Arp2/3 generates a network of short, branched actin filaments whose polymerization
drives lamellipodial protrusion. Filopodia are formed when a subset of these filaments
become elongated and bundled together by crosslinking proteins. Although growth cones
also elaborate lamellipodia and filopodia, the specific requirement for Arp2/3 in these
structures and in growth cone protrusion is not known. Using an inhibitory construct, we
have analyzed the role of Arp2/3 in growth cone motility and morphology and compared
the effects of Arp2/3 inhibition in neurons and fibroblasts. This work was a collaborative
effort with Dr. Lorene Lanier (currently at the Univeristy of Minnesota, Minneapolis) in
the lab of Dr. Frank Gertler at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. I
established the correlative electron microscopy system in the Gertler lab and was
responsible for the initial characterization of the ultrasturcture of the neuronal growth
cone, which suggested a lack of Arp2/3 activity. I contributed the correlative EM data to
this project and also contributed to the fluorescence microscopy analysis. These results
have since been published in [207].
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Arp2/3 in Drosophila CNS Development
Attempts to define the role of Arp2/3 in neuronal development and axon guidance
through genetic experiments in flies have yielded mixed results. Zallen et al. found that
zygotic mutations in Drosophila Arp3 resulted in partially penetrant embryonic CNS
defects, including guidance and fasciculation defects. Zygotic mutations in Arpcl/p40
did not result in CNS defects, but enhanced the defects seen in Arp3 heterozygotes.
Furthermore, maternal/zygotic mutations to the Drosohpila WASP and SCAR
homologues, activators of the Arp2/3 complex, also resulted in CNS defects with varying
degrees of severity and penetrance. Schenk et al. also report nervous system defects in
zygotic scar mutants, including mild defects in synaptogenesis in scar heterozygotes.
However, the mutations in these studies affected many cells in the animal and the
requirement for these proteins in nervous system development may not be cell-
autonomous. Ng and Luo report that mushroom body neurons with homozygous
mutations in SCAR, WASP, or Arpcl in an otherwise wild type background do not
display axon growth defects (personal communication). The results of Ng and Luo
suggest that while Arp2/3 activity may be required for proper nervous system
development, for neuron outgrowth it may be required in a capacity that is non-cell-
autonomous.
Listeria as a Model for Cell Motility
Listeria Monocytogenes is an intracellular bacterial pathogen that depends on
actin polymerization for its motility. Once inside a host cell, Listeria recruits and
activates the actin-polymerizing machinery of the cell in order to generate a "comet tail"
of polymerizing actin. The comet tail pushes the bacterium around in the cell, and
enables it to erupt from the plasma membrane and directly invade an adjacent cell[208].
The bacterium evades the immune system by avoiding the intracellular space[209].
Listeria express a protein on their surface, ActA[210], that is required for host cell
protein recruitment. ActA contains binding sites for actin[21 1], EnaNASP[212] and a
site that activates Arp2/3[213]. The minimum components for reconstitution of Listeria
motility in vitro are G-actin, activated Arp2/3, ADF/cofilin, and capping protein.
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Profilin, a-actinin, and VASP enhance motility[214]. Because the motility of Listeria
involves a number of the same components as lamllepodial protrusion, it has been used as
a model to study this process. Some aspects of Listeria motility are not conserved in
fibroblast motility[83, 215], so information obtained from studies of Listeria motility
must be applied with caution to other systems. However, Listeria can be used as a test of
the competence of a cell's actin polymerizing machinery if one of the components is
missing or mutated[206].
Protein Inhibition of Arp2/3
An inhibitory strategy has been developed and used by several groups to examine
Arp2/3 function both in vitro[216, 217] and in cells[218, 219]. This strategy is based on
the requirement for binding of the VCA domain of a SCAR/WASP family member for
Arp2/3 activation (Chapter 1). When a truncated protein derived from the VCA region
(CA) binds to Arp2/3, it fails to activate the complex, and inhibits the binding other
activators. Since inactive Arp2/3 does not bind actin, the complex becomes delocalized
within the cell (Figure 2-1). The following sections describe how this construct was used
to examine the role of Arp2/3 in cultured primary neurons. We demonstrate that neurons
do not require normal levels of Arp2/3 activity for outgrowth or the generation of








Figure 2-1. Inhibition of Arp2/3 by CA protein. A: Arp2/3 must be activated by binding of the VCA
region of an activator. B: A truncated protein derived from the VCA region binds Arp2/3 but fails to
activate it, causing it to become delocalized.
Results
Localization of Arp2/3 in Growth Cones
Although the subcellular localization of the Arp2/3 complex in fibroblasts has
been published[140], the localization of this complex in neurons and neuronal growth
cones had not been examined. Immunostaining with antibodies against various members
of the Arp2/3 complex (see Methods) and expression of EGFP-taggged p21-Arc in RAT2
fibroblasts confirmed that Arp2/3 is enriched in a discrete band at the leading edge of the
cell (Figure 2-2) that coincides with a band of enriched F-actin staining. However, when
these experiments were repeated using primary embryonic hippocampal neurons, a
different pattern was observed. Both antibody staining and localization of EGFP-p21
revealed that Arp2/3 was enriched in the central region of the growth cone and in the
axon shaft. No enrichment was seen in the peripheral or lamellipodial region, despite the
presence of F-actin staining.
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Figure 2-2. Localization of the Arp2/3 complex in cells. A: In fibroblasts Arp2/3 is localized to a
discrete band at the leading edge, indicated by arrows. B: In growth cones this band is absent; Arp2/3 is
localized to the central region and axon shaft. Arrows indicate the leading edge of the growth cone. Scale
bars in both A and B represent 10 Itm.
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Figure 2-3. Ultrastructure of the Actin Cytoskelton in Fibroblasts and Growth Cones. A: Platinum
replica of a RAT2 fibroblast lamellipodia. B: Platinum replica EM of a large growth cone of a mouse
embryonic hippocampal neuron. Scale bar = 1 micron.
Ultrastructure of the Growth Cone Cytoskeleton
These differences in the localization of the Arp2/3 complex were reflected in the
cytoskeletal architecture of these two structures. Platinum replica electron microscopy of
growth cones revealed a significantly different structure than that seen in fibroblasts and
similar cell types. In the fibroblast lamellipodia, a dense network of short, highly
branched filaments was commonly visible. These filaments were oriented obliquely to
the edge of the cell, an arrangement thought to be optimal for generating force against the
cell membrane[220, 221].
In contrast, the filaments in neuronal growth cones appeared to be much longer.
Few branches were appreciable in the periphery; however, the filaments were frequently
bundled into filopodia. These filopodia were extremely long and often rooted deeply into
the transition or central region of the growth cone. Overall, the actin filaments in the
growth cone tended to be oriented perpendicular to the edge of the cell even if they were
not incorporated into filopodia. Although differences in structure were often appreciable
when comparing growth cones of different sizes and from different cell types, these
general features were maintained in all growth cone types examined.
Inhibition of Arp2/3-Efficacy of the CA protein
To examine the function of Arp2/3 in neurons, we used the inhibitory CA protein
as described above. The CA construct was fused to EGFP for adenoviral-mediated
expression in cells. EGFP was cloned into the same vector to generate control virus. As
an additional control a truncated portion of the CA construct containing only the "C"
domain was fused to EGFP in this system. An additional inhibitory construct was
constructed from the analogous region of SCAR-i and cloned into a construct also
expressing EGFP following and IRES sequence. The efficacy of the CA fusion construct
to inhibit Arp2/3 activity was established based on its ability to inhibit Listeria
monocytogenes motility in infected RAT2 cells. Unfortunately, neurons are highly
refractive to infection by Listeria monocytogenes, which precluded analysis of the effect
of CA on the pathogen in that cell type (Figure 2-4).
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- Figure 2-4. CA protein inhibits
Listeria Motility in fibroblasts.
A: CA was fused to EGFP for
expression in cells and EGFP alone
was expressed as a control. B:
Listeria move normally in cells
expressing EGFP; bacteria appear
in red and the actin tails are green.
C: In Listeria expressing EGFP-
CA Listeria are unable to move and
form clumps of dividing cells.
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In addition to inhibiting Listeria monocytogenes motility, expression of EGFP-CA
had a dramatic effect on the actin cytoskeleton of RAT2 fibroblasts. Disruption of the
normal appearance was visible at the light microscopic level through phalloidin staining
(Figure 2-5). EGFP-CA-expressing cells lacked normal lamellipodia and were frequently
characterized by the presence of irregular actin "spikes." When the actin cytoskeleton
was visualized by platiunum replica EM, the effects of EGFP-CA expression were even
more apparent. Actin filaments were extremely long, contained few branches. These
filaments were frequently oriented parallel each other and to the edge of the cell, or
bundled into perpendicular spikes. In contrast, RAT2 cells infected with virus expressing
EGFP alone appeared completely normal. Based on these observations, it is clear that
Arp2/3 is a critical component of the lamellipodial actin network in fibroblasts.
EGFP-o21 F-Actin anti-o34 EGFP-p21 F-Actin anti-o34
Figure 2-5. Effects of Arp2/3 inhibition in fibroblasts. A-A" and C: Rat2 fibroblast expressing EGFP
alone. A: EGFP. A': Phallolidin. A": anti-p34. B-B" and D: Rat2 fibroblast expressing EGFP-CA. B:
EGFP. B': Phalloidin. Disruption of the cytoskeleton is apparent. B": anti-p34. Arp2/3 has become
delocalized from the cell periphery. C: A normal dendritic array with short, branched actin filaments is
apparent. Scale bar = 1 micron. D: When Arp2/3 is inhibited, actin filaments appear extremely long and
unbranched.
Effects of Inhibiting Arp2/3 in the Growth Cone
To examine the effects of Arp2/3 inhibition in neurons, we infected cultured
primary mouse hippocampal neurons with virus expressing EGFP or EGFP-CA.
Surprisingly, expression of EGFP-CA, even at relatively high levels, had little apparent
effect on the morphology of the growth cone. Filopodia were still abundant and when
live cells were imaged using time-lapse microscopy, growth cones were observed to
generate protrusive structures.
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Figure 2-6. Effects of Arp2/3 inhibition on neuronal growth cones. A and C: Growth cones of neurons
expressing EGFP alone. B and D: Growth cones of neurons expressing EGFP-CA. A: Phalloidin in
green, anti-tubulin in red. B: Growth cones appear indistinguishable from controls in A. C and D:
protrusive structures are seen in both control and Arp2/3-inhibited growth cones.
Growth cones of neurons expressing EGFP and EGFP-CA were imaged using
correlative platinum replica electron microscopy, as adenovirus only infects a fraction of
the neurons to which it is applied. Primary mouse hippocampal neurons were grown on
glass converslips marked with an evaporated-gold locater grid [2051. Live cells were
imaged using light and fluorescent microscopy to locate GFP-positive cells and
immediately fixed and prepared for EM.
Growth cones from neurons expressing EGFP-CA had a remarkably similar
morphology to either uninfected neurons or those expressing EGFP alone. In some
EGFP-CA growth cones, the filaments appeared to be less dense compared to control
growth cones, but this phenotype was highly variable. Overall, in striking contrast to the
results seen in fibroblasts (above), inhibition of Arp2/3 had little effect of the morphology
of the actin cytoskeleton of the growth cone (Figure 2-7).
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Figure 2-7. Effects of Arp2/3 inhibition on growth cone ultrastructure. A-A': Growth cone of neuron
expressing EGFP alone. Scale bar = 1 micron. B-B": Growth cone of neuron expressing EGFP-CA.
Growth cone ultrastructure is not significantly changed by EGFP-CA expression.
Effects of Arp2/3 Inihibition on Axon Guidance
Despite the indications that Arp2/3 activity is not a major factor in the generation
or the ultrastructure of growth cones, inhibiting Arp2/3 affected other aspects of neuronal
growth and behavior. This suggests that the CA construct is in fact effective in neurons
(analysis of its efficacy by examining Listeria monocytogenes motility is not possible at
this time). Axons of neurons expressing EGFP-CA were significantly longer (average
length = 115.49 for EGFP and 170.31 for EGFP-CA, p = 0.004) compared to control
cells. The same effect was not seen in dendrites (average length = 22.33 for EGFP and
26.34 for EGFP-CA, p = .102), suggesting that outgrowth in dendrites may be less
dependent on Arp2/3 activity at that stage.
In addition to an increase in axon length, neurons expressing EGFP-CA showed
an increase in pathfinding defects (Figure 2-8). In this assay, neurons were plated on
coverslips coated with stripes of semaphorin 3a. Since semphorin 3 is normally repulsive
to these cells, they avoid growing onto the stripes of semaphorin. However, neurons
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Figure 2-8. Altered axon lengths and axon guidance properties in Arp2/3 inhibited neurons. A:
Significantly longer axons are seen in neurons when Ar2/3 is inhibited. B: Neurons were plated on stripes
of Semaphorin 3A. Axons from control cells avoid the stripes, while axons from cells expressing EGFP-
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Discussion
A number of experiments, including those described above, have indicated that
activity of the Arp2/3 complex is required for the generation of the protrusive actin
network that drives motility in fibroblasts. However, the role of Arp2/3 activity in
growth cone activity had not yet been established. In the experiments described above,
we have established that normal levels of Arp2/3 activity are not required for simple
neurite outgrowth or filopodia formation in cultured hippocampal neurons. Arp2/3 does
appear to have a role in modulating axon guidance in these cells. We have also
demonstrated that there are fundamental differences in the organization of the actin
cytoskeleton of the growth cone in comparison to other motile structures such as
fibroblast lamellipodia.
Cytoskeletal Morhpologies: Fibroblast vs. Growth Cone
The fibroblast lamellipodia and the neuronal growth cone are both highly motile
structures that rely on the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons for their motility and
function. However, they may represent evolutionary solutions to two different
physiological problems. Fibroblasts and similar cell types are migratory. In response to
internal and external cues, the entire cell translocates from one place to another. In order
for this to take place, force must be generated to move the cell in opposition to forces
such as friction against the substrate and adjacent cells. Rapid, directed actin
polymerization in the lamellipodia, followed by the formation of adhesive contacts with
the substratum, is thought to be involved in generating this force. However, migration is
not the only physiological function of these cells and in general they are not called upon
to navigate a precise pathway over relatively large distances in the body. The structure of
the fibroblast cytoskeleton may reflect these requirements.
The function of the neuronal growth cone is thought to be to create or repair the
precise cellular wiring that constitutes the nervous system. To do so it must detect what
may be very small and tightly regulated chemical gradients. In the case of midline
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crossing, growth cones must pause, change direction, and move forward in a strictly
defined pattern. The requirements for precise guidance in axon guidance may have
favored the development of a cytoskeleton with a different architecture than that seen in
fibroblast lamellipodia. The growth cone features an array of filopodia that are generated
by the bundling of extremely long, unbranched actin filaments that may extend from the
edge of the growth cone into the transition or central region. The precise function of
filopodia is unknown, but they are thought to be important in sensing guidance cues.
Growth cones also rely heavily on microtubules for their motility, and interaction
between the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons has been shown to be important for
proper axon guidance.
Alternative Methods of Actin Nucleation
Although Arp2/3 activity nucleates actin filaments within cells, a number of other
mechanisms of barbed end generation have been documented. The growth cone does
contain abundant, dynamic actin filaments and significant Arp2/3 activity does not appear
to be required for their existence. Therefore, growth cones may rely more heavily on
another method of facilitating filament polymerization[222]. Free barbed ends may be
generated by uncapping or severing existing filaments. Severing of existing filaments
followed by elongation may be a means by which the cell rapidly rearranges its actin
cytoskeleton. In fact, coordinated severing of actin filaments could simultaneously
mediate collapse of one area of a growth cone while providing new barbed ends for
elongation at an adjacent site where elongation factors may be locally active. This could
facilitate growth cone turning. The severing protein cofilin is a good candidate for this
activity. Filament severing by cofilin produces free barbed ends that can elongate if
enough actin monomers are present [222, 223] and cofilin activity has been shown to
enhance protrusion in neurites[224] and lamellipodia in other cell types[133].
In addition, actin filaments may be nucleated de novo by other proteins. Several
members of the large formin family of actin-binding proteins have been shown to
nucleate actin filaments[l 11, 225, 226]. Unlike the branched network generated by
Arp2/3 nucleation, actin structures nucleated by formins often take the form of linear,
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unbranched actin cables such as those found in stress fibers[227] and the radial actin
cables that form at adherens junctions[228]. Since the peripheral actin cytoskeleton of
the growth cone is also comprised of long, unbranched actin filaments, nucleation of
these filaments by formin activity could be a possibility. RNAi-mediated knockdown of
the mDia formin in cultured cerebellar granular neurons abolished SDF-la stimulated
outgrowth, although it is not known whether the cytoskeleton is directly affected[229].
Proposed Role For Arp2/3
Interactions between the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons are important for
proper axon guidance[181, 183, 184]. The actin cytoskeleton is required for directional
steering of the growth cone[230], but the involvement of the microtubule cytoskeleton
appears to be important for the actual translocation of the growth cone[200, 202, 231 . In
growth cones, Arp2/3 is localized to the central region, where the bulk of the microtubule
cytoskeleton is localized, and the transitional region, a region of overlap between the two
cytoskeletons. We propose that Arp2/3 activity generates specialized actin structures in
these regions that involved in mediating interactions between actin and microtubules.
This model is illustrated in Figure 2-9. These actin structures may act as a physical
barrier to microtubule exploration of the periphery[232] or they may regulate a signaling
pathway that affects microtubule dynamics. In either case, in this model, receptors in the
growth cone are activated by the binding of guidance factors in the extracellular
environment. These receptors activate pathways that cause local remodeling of the actin
cytoskeleton. Changes in the actin cytoskeleton may help re-orient the growth cone in
the direction of turning. In addition, they may also cause changes in the microtubule
cytoskeleton that aid in turning; one way this could be accomplished is by selectively
stabilizing a portion of the microtubule cytoskeleton.
Although preliminary, analysis of the microtubule cytoskeleton in neurons in
which Arp2/3 is inhibited suggests that the ratio of tyrosinated to acetylated microtubules
has been increased in a subset of the growth cones[207]. An increase in dynamic
microtubules could lead to an increase in pathfinding errors if selective stabilization of
microtubules is important in turning. Dynamic microtubules are associated with growth
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cone motility[2, 200, 2331. When Arp2/3 is inhibited in neurons, axons grow longer,
which suggests they grow faster or pause less. This increased motility could also lead to
guidance errors if the growth cone is unable to respond to a guidance cue in time to
execute a turn. Axon guidance errors are occasionally associated with a "bypass"
phenotype (see [2341 for an example) where this appears to have occurred. Additional
studies are required to elucidate the role of Arp2/3 in axon guidance and the potential
nature of actin-microtubule interactions in the system (Chapter 5).






All media and supplements were purchased from Gibo BRL. Poly-D-Lysine and
fibronectin were purchased from Sigma. Hippocampal and glial cultures were produced
from E16 and P0 mice, respectively, as previously described (Lanier et al., 1999). Except
for the stripe assays, approximately 2x104 cells were plated on each 12 mm coverslip.
After four hours, the media was replaced with either neuronal growth medium (MEM
with Earle's salts, B27 supplement, 10mM HEPES and 0.6% D-glucose) that had been
conditioned on glia for 48 hours immediately prior to use or with unconditioned
Neurobasal media with B27 supplement, 0.5 mM glutamine and 25pM glutamate. Rat2
cells were grown in DME/5% fetal calf serum.
Adenovirus construction and infection
Replication deficient recombinant adenoviruses were produced using the AdEasy
system[2351. EGFP, EGFP-C (residues 450-486 of bovine N-WASP, EGFP-CA
(residues 468-505 of bovine N-WASP), and p21-EGFP were cloned by PCR and inserted
into pShuttle CMV. The myc-tagged VCA (residues 444-559 of human Wave-i) was
cloned by PCR and inserted into pAdTrack-CMV. The resulting plasmid expresses VCA
under a CMV promoter, with a second CMV promoter expressing the EGFP marker.
Virus was purified on a CsCI gradient and titered on 293HEK cells. Cells were infected
with a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of 25-50 infectious virus per cell.
Listeria infection
Listeria monocytogenes strain 10435 was a gift from Darren Higgins. Listeria cultures
were grown at 300 C in brain heart infusion broth (BHI, Difco). Overnight cultures were
centrifuged, rinsed once in PBS and resuspended in a 1/10th volume of PBS and applied
to Rat2 cultures. After 1 hour at 370 C for, Rat2 cultures were rinsed twice with the
appropriate media and given fresh media supplemented with 10 ug/ml gentamicin. After
4 hours, cultures were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence. For studies on the
effect of EGFP or EGP-CA expression, cells were infected with adenovirus 24 hours
prior to infection with Listeria. Because CNS neurons are extremely refractive to Listeria
infection[236] we were unable to use EGFP-CA to inhibit Listeria motility in
hippocampal neurons.
Immunofluorescence
The following antisera were used: rabbit anti- p21-Arc, p34-Arc and Arp3 (a gift from
Matthew Welch); affinity purified rabbit anti-p34-Arc (a gift from Laura Machesky);
mouse anti-Tubulin BetaIII (Promega); rat anti-tyrosinated tubulin MAB1864
(Chemicon); mouse antiacetylated tubulin clone 6-lIB-1 (Sigma); C4 anti-actin
(Boehringer Mannheim); rabbit anti-NWASP antisera (gifts from M. Kirschner and T.
Takenawa); rabbit anit-Listeri O (Difco). Secondary antisera were from Jackson
ImmunoResearch and phalloidins were from Molecular Probes. Fixation and
permeablization conditions were optimized for each antiserum, but were identical for
Rat2 cells and neurons labeled with a given set of antisera. Cells were fixed for 30 min. at
37°C in PPS (4% paraformaldehyde in PHEM buffer (60 mM PIPES pH7.0, 25 mM
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HEPES pH 7.0, 10 mM EGDT, 2 mM MgC12) with 0.12M sucrose). After rinsing in
PBS, coverslips were incubated in 10% fatty acid free bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
PBS for 30 min, permeablized for 10 min. in 0.2% triton/PBS, rinsed, and re-blocked in
10% BSA/PBS for 30 min. For anti-p21 and anti-p34 antisera provided by M. Welch,
cells were fixed with PPS as described above, denatured with cold methanol for 3 min.
then permeablized and blocked as described above. In neurons, similar results were
obtained with and without methanol, so the methanol step was omitted in order to allow
phalloidin staining. For double labeling with antityrosinated and anti-acetylated tubulin,
cultures were simultaneously fixed and permeablized in PPS supplemented with 0.25%
glutaraldehyde, 10 yM Taxol, 1.3 pM phalloidin and 0.1% triton. This mixture stabilized
microtubules and actin filaments, while extracting soluble tubulin dimers and actin
monomers[183]. Incubations with primary and secondary antisera were done in the
presence of 1% BSA/PBS and coverslips were mounted with 2.5% 1,4-Diazabicyclo-
[2.2.2]Octane/150 mM Tris pH 8.0/30% glycerol to reduce photo bleaching. Images were
captured on a Nikon TE200 using DeltaVision software (API).
Platinum replica electron microscopy
Correlative platinum replica electron microscopy was performed essentially as
described[203] with a few minor modifications. Briefly, dissociated embryonic
hippocampal neurons were cultured as described above on coverslips coated with a gold
locator grid. EGFP-positive cells were located by live cell florescence microscopy then
immediately extracted for 4.5 min with 1% Triton X-100 in PEM buffer (100 mM PIPES,
pH6.8, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgC12) containing 10 yM phalloidin, 10 yM Taxol, 0.2%
gluteraldehyde, and 4.2% sucrose as an osmotic buffer. Coverslips were washed with
PEM containing 1 M phalloidin, 1lM Taxol, and 1% sucrose, fixed in 0.1 M Na-
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3), 2% gluteraldehyde, 1% sucrose and processed for electron
microscopy. Cells previously identified as EGFP-positive were relocated using the gold
grid for micrographs.
Measurement of axon and dendrite length
Cultures were fixed with PPS as described above and stained with mouse anti-Tubulin
BetaIII (Promega) and Alexa 594 phalloidin (Molecular Probes). Infected cells were
identified by EGFP expression and images were taken using either a 20X (for axon and
dendrite length measurements) or 40X (for filopodia measurements) plan-neofluar
objective and Openlab software (Improvision). Images were saved as tiff files, assigned
coded names and neurites were manually traced using NIH Image 1.62. and the Neurite
Labeling Macro v 1. (available at ftp://rsbweb.nih.gov/pub/nih-image/user-macros/). For
axon and dendrite length measurements, data represent the average of at least 50 different
neurons from at least 2 different experiments. For filopodia counts in fixed cells,
filopodia were identified by phalloidin staining and data represent the average of at least
25 neurons from 2 different experiments. Data were analyzed using Statview and
significance was determined by ANOVA with Sheffe's post hoc analysis.
Live cell imaging and fildopodia nalysis
Rat2 cell were plated directly on fibronectin coated Bioptechs dishes, while neuronal
cultures were plated on 35 mm tissue culture dishes fitted with German glass coverslips
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("special dishes"; [237]) and coated with 1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine. Rat2 cells were grown
in a low-bicarbonate medium as previously described[162]. Neuronal cultures were
plated as described above. For filopodia analysis, special dishes were transferred to a
microscope humidified stage incubator that maintained the cultures at 5% C02. Time
lapse movies were made at 25 sec. intervals for 70 min.. Filopodia on growth cones and
on the distal most 100 microns of the axon shaft were counted in successive images. Data
represent the average over a 5 min. interval from 2-4 movies and at least 2 different
experiments and significance was determined by ANOVA and Sheffe's post hoc analysis.
For filopodia induction by Netrin 1, the number of filopodia was normalized to the
starting value.
Stripe assay
Stripe matrices were produced using a silicon matrix as described[238]. Alkaline-
phosphatase tagged Semaphorin 3A (Sema 3A) was expressed in HEK293 cells and
harvested from the tissue culture media as previously described[239]. For stripe assays,
18 mm coverslips were coated with 1 mg/ml poly-d-lysine, rinsed and air dried. The
coverslip was then inverted onto the stripe maker and a mixture of Sema 3A and rabbit
IgG perfused though the matrix, forming alternating 90 micron wide stripes of poly-
lysine alone and poly-lysine with Sema3A (and rabbit IgG). As a control, BSA was
substituted for Sema 3A at the same concentration. Approximately 5x105 neurons were
plated on each coverslip. After fixation, the Sema3A stripes were identified by labeling
with a fluorescent anti-rabbit secondary.
Western Blot analysis
To prepare extracts, cells were rinsed with PBS, lysed in extraction buffer (10 mM Tris
pH 8.0, 1% NP40, 150 mM NaCI supplemented with a protease inhibitor cocktail
(Boehringer Mannheim)), and centrifuged 10 min. at 10,000g. Concentration of the
extract was determined using the BCA protein assay (Pierce). SDS-PAGE and western
blot analysis were performed using standard techniques. In addition to the antisera used
for immunofluorescence, the following antisera were used: mouse anti-cortactin mAb
4Fll (Upstate); mouse anti-capping protein beta2 subunit mAb3F2.3 (Iowa
Developmental Studies Hybridoma studies bank); rabbit anti-gelsolin (a gift from W.
Witke), rabbit anti-cofilin (Cytoskeleton); mouse anti-alpha-actinin mAb BM-75.2
(Sigma); mouse anti-fascin mAb3582 (Chemicon International); monoclonal antizyxin (a
gift from J. Wehland); rabbit anti-zyxin and mouse anti-paxilin (a gift from K. Burridge);
mouse anti-vinculin and anti-paxillin (a gift from R. Salgia); rabbit anti-vinculin (a gift
from K. Burridge); mouse anti-vinculin hVincl (Sigma); rabbit anti-Mena, EVL, and
VASP were produced in the Gertler lab. Secondary antibodies were from Jackson labs.
Signal was detected using the ECL reagent (Amersham-Pharmacia). Relative
concentrations determined using the NIH Image Gel Scanning macro. Each antiserum




Role of the Ena/VASP Family of Proteins
in Growth Cone Motility and Morphology
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Introduction
The Ena/VASP family of proteins is a conserved family of actin-binding proteins
that has been implicated in a variety of developmental processes, including neurogenesis
and axon guidance (Chapterl). Ena/VASP proteins are thought to mediate these
processes through their ability to regulate the actin cytoskeleton. In cells, Ena/VASP
proteins localize to sites of dynamic actin assembly. At the leading edge of migrating
cells they bind to the barbed ends of actin filaments where they function as "anti-
capping" proteins and contribute to the formation of long, unbranched filaments. In
Drosophila and C. elegans, Ena/VASP orthologues have been implicated in axon
guidance. To examine their specific contribution to axon guidance and growth cone
motility in mammalian cells, EnaNASP function was neutralized in cultured embryonic
hippocampal neurons. In the Results section, the contribution of Ena/VASP to the proper
motility and morphology of their growth cones will be discussed. These experiments
were conducted in collaboration with Cecile Lebrand and Erik Dent and have been since
published[240]. I contributed the EM data. I also conducted the experiments
demonstrating localization of ena/VASP to the barbed ends of actin filaments at
filopodial tips. This data was published in [161].
Mena, EVL and VASP
Three Ena/VASP family members have been identified in mammals. VASP
(vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein) was identified as a substrate of cAMP- and
cGMP- dependent kinases[241, 242] whose phosphorylation was stimulated by
vasodilators. Mena (mammalian ena) and EVL (ena-VASP-like) were identified through
their homology to ena[99].
Mena, EVL and VASP have broad and overlapping expression patterns in mice.
Mena in particular is enriched in both embryonic and adult brain. Targeted disruption of
the Mena locus in mice led to defects in certain brain structures, including the corpus
callosum. The axons that form the corpus callosum normally cross from one side of the
brain to another, forming extensive synaptic connections between the two hemispheres.
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In Mena-null mice, these axons approach the midline but then fail to cross it, terminating
in an abnormal "Probst bundles" adjacent to the midline[ 100].
I Wild type Mena-/-
Figure 3-1. Defects in corpus callosum formation are seen in Mena-/- mice. Callosal axons have been
labeled with a fluorescent dye. In wild-type brains, they cross the midline, but in Mena-/- mice they stall
adjacent to the midline[ 100].
In addition to this defect, loss of Mena results in abnormal axon pathfinding in the
optic chiasm, a region where the a portion of the axons of retinal ganglion cells projecting
from the eye cross the midline and project to the contralateral side of the brain.[ 101]. In
mice lacking expression of Mena, axons projecting both contralaterally and ipsilaterally
showed inappropriate defasciculation and mistargeting at embryonic day (E)13.5-14.5,
although at day E16.5 many of these errors had been corrected.
In contrast, VASP-null mice display few appreciable defects. VASP is most
highly expressed in lung and in the organs of the immune system such as the thymus and
spleen. VASP is also expressed in blood platelets, where it may be involved in the
regulation of platelet aggregation. In VASP-null platelets, inhibition of aggregation
induced by cAMP is reduced[243]. In addition, VASP-null platelets showed greater
adhesion to various substrates[244] EVL-null mice were recently generated and are
viable, fertile, and apparently healthy (A. Kwiatkowski, personal communication).
Compound Knockouts
The overlapping expression patterns of Mena, EVL and VASP and lack of severe
developmental defects seen when any of these three genes is disrupted singly suggests
that there is functional overlap between them. Deleting one or both alleles of VASP on a
Mena-null background significantly increases the severity of the defects observed. [101].
Mena- and VASP-deficient mice die perinatally. Mena -/- VASP -/- embryos exhibit
defects in neural tube closure that result in exencephaly and craniofacial malformations.
Furthermore, the sensory and motor spinal nerve tracts are misrouted and frequently fail
to extend to their proper targets. In addition to the agenesis of the corpus callosum seen in
Mena -/- animals, the other three major forebrain commissures (the dorsal and ventral
hippocampal commisures and the anterior commisure) are also absent in Mena -/- VASP
-/- mice. Mena -/- EVL -/- mice die perinatally, and have spinal nerve defects and defects
in the nerves emanating from the trigeminal ganglia. Triple null mice also die perinatally
and often display intra-amniotic hemorrhage (A. Kwiatkowski and D. Rubinson, personal
communication). These results indicate that, as in D. melanogaster and C. elegans
(Chapter 1), the normal development of the vertebrate nervous system also requires
Ena/VASP proteins.
Inhibition of Ena/VASP in Cells
To examine the role of Ena/VASP proteins in growth cone motility and axon
guidance, we made use of a system that can simultaneously neutralize the activities of all
three family members[162]. The EVH1 domain of Ena/VASP proteins contains a
conserved binding site for peptides containing the sequence
(F/W/Y/L)PPPPX(D/E)(D/E)(D/E)4 (X=any amino acid; b =hydrophobic amino
acid)[245]. Four closely juxtaposed copies of this motif are present in the Listeria
monocytogenes protein ActA[246]. A construct derived from ActA encompassing these
four sites was fused to a construct that targets to the surface of the mitochondria (FP4-
mito). When expressed in cells, Ena/VASP proteins bind to the FPPPP motifs and are
sequestered on the surface of the mitochondria, away from their normal sites of activity
within the cell. This depletes Ena/VASP from the periphery of the cell where dynamic
actin polymerization takes place. A converse situation can be created through the fusion
of the FPPPP-containing peptide to the CAAX sequence from h-Ras, which targets to the
inner leaflet of the plasma membrane[247]. This enriches the distal lamellipodia for
Ena/VASP proteins as the cytoplasmic pool is recruited to this region. Controls for both
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of these constructs were made by substituting an alanine in place of the phenylalanine in
the FPPPP sequences, which abolishes binding to Ena/VASP.
Ena/VASP EVH1I Pro-richl EV2
4x FPPP
SMitochondrial
4x APPP or membrane
targeting
APPP-mito FPPP-mito APPP-CAAX FPPP-CAAX
Figure 3-2. Ena/VASP sequestration by the mito/caax system. Ena/VASP proteins bind to the FP4
repeats on the targeting constructs and are sequestered on the mitochondrial surface or at the plasma
membrane.
Bear and colleagues used this system to analyze the role of Ena/VASP proteins in
fibroblast motility[162]. Inhibition of Ena/VASP activity using the FP4-mito construct
resulted in an overall increase in cell speeds. This same result was obtained in a clonal
embryonic fibroblast cell line lacking all three Ena/VASP proteins. Importantly, FP4-
mito caused no additional phenotype when expressed in Ena/VASP-null cells.
Immunostaining data indicated that neither actin, vinculin, nor zyxin was co-recruited to
the mitochondria with Ena/VASP. Similarly, the hypomotility phenotype observed in
fibroblasts expressing FP4-CAAX was also seen in cells overexpressing EGFP-Mena.
The mito/CAAX system was used to inhibit or enhance Ena/VASP activity in
cultured embryonic hippocampal neurons. Inhibition of Ena/VASP was found to result in
attenuation of filopodia formation and to have a profound effect on the morphology of the
actin cytoskeleton in the growth cone. Conversely, enhancement of Ena/VASP activity
was found to increase filopodia number and length.
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Results
Ena/VASP Localization Requires Free Barbed Ends
In neurons and in other cell types such as fibroblasts, Ena/VASP proteins localize
to the tips of filopodia[99, 100]. This localization was hypothesized to be dependent on
EnaNASP binding to barbed ends of actin filaments, which are abundant at these
locations. To test this hypothesis, growth cones were treated with low doses of
Cytochalasin D (CD). CD is a fungal metabolite that caps the barbed ends of actin
filaments with a high affinity, preventing the addition of monomers. At high doses, or
long exposure times, the actin cytoskeleton is disrupted as depolymerization outpaces
polymerization of filaments. Previously, EnaVASP localization to the distal region of the
fibroblast lamellipodia was found to be sensitive to displacement by low doses of CD,
suggesting that free or uncapped filament barbed ends are required for Ena/VASP
binding.
Ena/VASP localization at the tips of filopodia in growth cones was also found to
be CD-senstitive. To test this, cultured NG-108 cells were very briefly treated with a low
dose of CD (100 nM CD for 1 minute). At this time and dose, the actin cytoskeleton was
still largely intact as ascertained by phalloidin staining. However, EnaNASP was no
longer detectable at the filopodia tips (Figure 3-3). Therefore, this localization also
depends on the availability of free actin filament barbed ends.
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Figure 3-3. CD displaces Mena from actin filament barbed ends. A-A': Treatment with DMSO
(vector) does not affect Mena localization at the filopodia tips. A: Phalloidin. A': anti-Mena. A": Merge.
B-B": 100 nM CD treatment displaces Mena (B") from filopodia tips while actin staining (B) is largely
unaffected. B": Merge.
Ena/VASP Activity Regulates Filopodial Number and Length
The three mammalian EnaNASP proteins have broad and overlapping expression
patterns and all neuronal cell types examined express significant levels of at least two
family members[100]. To circumvent this problem in fibroblasts, Bear et al. developed a
technique to neutralize all three family members in cells[162] simultaneously. This
technique (described above) was adapted for use in cultured primary hippocampal
neurons. Cells were infected with adenovirus expressing inhibitory or control constructs,
and sequestration of EnaNASP proteins was verified by immunostaining (not shown).
Infected cells were identified by the presence of the EGFP tag for subsequent phenotypic
analysis.
EnaIVASP - ++ +1~..~1..
Figure 3-4. Ena/VASP sequestration by the mito/caax system in growth cones.
Since inhibition of Ena/VASP proteins in fibroblasts results in an increase in
motility speeds, it was hypothesized that growth cone migration speeds would also be
increased. If true, this increase should be reflected in an increase in neurite length at
certain time points. However, when neurons were fixed at two days after infection and
plating, the total lengths of the primary neurites did not differ significantly between FP4-
mito, FP4-CAAX, or control neurons. The average length of the longest neurite, the
putative axon, was also unaffected by neutralizing or enhancing Ena/VASP activity (data
not shown). Interestingly, the number of primary neurites per cell was significantly
reduced in cells expressing FP4-mito and significantly increased in cells expressing FP4-
CAAX (average number of neurites per cell was 4.67 +/- 0.21 for AP4-mito, 3.91 +/-
0.23 for FP4-mito, and 6.84 +/- 0.45 for FP4-CAAX). In addition, expression of FP4-
CAAX resulted in a small but significant increase in the number of branches per unit
length of neurite (2.0 +/-0.3 for AP4-mito, 1.9 +/-0.3 for FP4-mito, and 2.5+/-0.2 for
FP4-CAAX). This suggests that although Ena/VASP does not appear to regulate neurite
outgrowth, it may have a role in neurite number and neurite branch initiation.
Analysis of Growth Cone Morphology
Inhibition of Ena/VASP in fibroblasts results in a decrease in the length of actin
filaments at the leading edge of the cell and an increase the number of daughter-filament
branches. Since long, unbranched filaments are the building blocks of filopodia,
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and dynamics. To test this, infected and control neurons were fixed and stained with
phalloidin to visualize the filopodia. In the growth cones of neurons expressing FP4-
mito, significantly fewer filopodia were present. As before, the opposite effect was seen
in cells expressing FP4-CAAX (number of filopodia per 100 LM of neurite was 7.4+/-0.5
for AP4-mito, 3.0 for FP4-mito, 8.1+/-0.4 for AP4-CAAX, and 13.9+/-1.0 for FP4-
CAAX). Filopodia were shorter when Ena/VASP activity was inhibited and longer when
Ena/VASP activity was enhanced (average length of filopodia was 2.84 +/-0.06 for AP4-
mito, 2.54+/-0.06 for FP4-mito, 3.05+/-0.03 for AP4-CAAX, and 3.83+/-0.06 for FP4-
CAAX).
To examine the effects of inhibiting or enhancing Ena/VASP activity at the
ultrastructural level, growth cones were imaged using platinum replica electron
microscopy. At this level of analysis, dramatic changes to the actin cytoskeleton were
appreciable. In growth cones of neurons expressing FP4-mito, filopodia were largely
absent. The actin filaments of the growth cone appeared to be shorter and disorganized,
approaching the cell membrane at more haphazard angles (Figure 3-5). This is in
contrast to control cells; in their growth cones filaments were long, contained few
branches, and tended to approach the cell membrane in a perpendicular orientation. The
actin filaments in the growth cones of neurons expressing FP4-CAAX appeared generally
normal, but the filopodia were much longer.
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Figure 3-5: Ena/VASP activity contributes to the formation of filopodia. A-A': wild-type growth cone.
B-B': Growth cone of neuron expressing AP4-mito. Filopodia formation is unaffected. C-C': Growth
cone of neuron expressing FP4-mito. Filopodia are largely absent and the actin cytoskeleton appears
disorganized. D-D': Growth cones expressing FP4-CAAX. Prominent, very long filopodia are apparent.
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Response to Netrin
Filopodia are believed to be exploratory structures that aid in the detection of
extracellular guidance cues. Growth cone turning is preceded by an increase in filopodia
in the direction of the turn, and inhibition of filopodial dynamics results in pathfinding
errors. Since Ena/VASP activity is required for the formation of endogenous filopodia, it
was also postulated to be required for filopodia formation in response to a guidance cue.
Netrin is an axon guidance factor that usually functions as an attractant.
Application of a uniform bath of Netrin to embryonic hippocampal neurons in culture
elicits a burst of filopodia formation in the growth cone and axon shaft[248]. Unc-34 has
been implicated downstream of Netrin signaling in C. elegans axon guidance[103], so
Ena/VASP proteins were hypothesized to act downstream of Netrin activation to mediate
filopodia formation. The requirement for Ena/VASP in this process was tested by
expressing the mitochondrial-sequestering construct in embryonic hippocamal cells as
described above. While expression of control constructs did not interfere with filopodia
formation following bath application of Netrin, in cells expressing FP4-mito, the
response was significantly suppressed.
Protein kinase A is a downstream effector of several axon guidance factors (see
Introduction and Chapter 1) and EnaNASP is a target of PKA. When cultured
embryonic hippocampal neurons are treated with forskolin, a potent activator of adenylyl
cylase and thus PKA, they respond with a burst of filopodia formation. To test the
requirement for Ena/VASP in the response to forskolin, neurons expressing FP4-mito or
control constructs were treated with 20 tM forskolin. In control growth cones, filopodia
were apparent within 5 minutes and continued to form for the next 10-20 minutes. In
contrast, growth cones of neurons expressing FP4-mito generated few filopodia with




EnaNASP activity is a key component of filopodia formation in hippocampal
growth cones. When Ena/VASP is inhibited, filopodia length and number are reduced,
and when Ena/VASP activity is enhanced, filopodia are longer and more abundant.
Filopodia dynamics have been shown to be a critical component of growth cone response
to guidance factors[198, 230, 249, 250], and Ena/VASP proteins have been implicated
downstream in several axon guidance pathways, including the netrin pathway[98, 103].
This suggests the role of Ena/VASP in axon guidance may be to mediate filopodia
formation and elongation.
Ena/VASP Function in Growth Cones
These results have let us to propose that netrin signaling stimulates Ena/VASP
activity via PKA phosphorylation. Ena/VASP then helps remodel the actin cytoskeleton
through its anti-capping and anti-branching activities, resulting in a change in motility in
response to netrin. EnaNASP activity may may represent a key convergence point
between guidance factor signaling and response of the cytoskeleton in guided motility
The altered actin geometry in growth cones in which Ena/VASP activity is
neutralized superficially resembles a fibroblast dendritic array. Preliminary results
indicate that in these cells, Arp2/3 may be re-localized to the growth cone periphery (E.
Dent, personal communication). Since an increase in Ena/VASP activity in fibroblasts
results in fewer branches in the periphery, one function of Ena/VASP may be to
counteract Arp2/3 branching. The balance between these two activities may regulate the




Cell culture and CD treatment
NG108 cells were grown in MEM, 10% fetal calf serum with X HAT supplement
(GIBCO-BRL). Differentiation was induced by plating cells on poly-L-lysine/Laminin-
coated coverslips without serum and with 0. 1X HAT supplement[251]. Cytochalasin D
were dissolved in DMSO for stock solutions of 3.94 mM and 5 mM, respectively, and
stored at -20 C. Drugs were diluted in growth or microscopy media and applied as
described in text.
Primary hippocampal neurons were prepared from E16 mouse as described for E18
rat[237]. Glial cultures were prepared from P mouse cortex and hippocampus as
described[252]. Hippocampal neurons were plated on poly-D-lysine-coated coverslips
and maintained in glial-conditioned medium (Neurobasal, 2% B27, 1% Glutamine
[GIBCO-BRLI).
Analysis of Morphological Differences in Fixed Cultures
We fixed cultures at various time points and analyzed them by immunofluorescence with
a variety of probes for actin (phalloidin, radixin) and microtubules (III-, acetylated, or
tyrosinated a-tubulin). Filopodia parameters were determined by measuring filopodia
number and length after labeling fixed cultures with phalloidin to highlight the filopodia.
Filopodia number and size were quantified on images taken with a 63_/1.4NA Plan Apo
objective using Deltavision software. The extent of neuronal outgrowth was determined
by measuring neurite length and branching after labeling fixed cultures with antibodies to
tyrosinated tubulin to highlight the neurites. The following parameters were evaluated:
total neurite length, length of the longest neurite (axon), length of each branch segment,
number of primary neurites per cell, and total number of branches per 100 [tm of neurite.
All measurements were performed on pictures taken with 20x objective using
Neurolucida software. More than 50 neurons per treatment from 3 separate experiments
were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Fisher's t tests.
Platinum Replica Electron Microscopy
Correlative platinum replica electron microscopy was performed essentially as described
[203]with a few minor modifications. Briefly, dissociated embryonic hippocampal
neurons were cultured as described above on coverslips coated with a gold locator grid.
EGFP-positive cells were located by live cell fluorescence microscopy and then
immediately extracted for 3-5 min with 1% Triton X-100 in PEM buffer containing 2
mM phalloidin, 0.2% gluteraldehyde, and 4.2% sucrose as an osmotic buffer. Coverslips
were washed with PEM and fixed with 2% gluteraldehyde in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate (pH
7.3) and processed for electron microscopy. Cells previously identified as EGFP-positive
were relocated using the gold grid for micrographs.
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Chapter 4




Cell motility is a complex biological process that is subject to extensive
regulation. Previous chapters have discussed two major factors involved in this process:
the Arp2/3 complex, whose activity generates a protrusive network of branched actin
filaments; and the Ena/VASP family, whose activity modulates the length and branching
of actin filaments. In addition to my work on these projects I was involved in several
collaborations that resulted in manuscripts that have been published or are currently
submitted. These projects involved analysis of several important regulators of the
cytoskeleton and their effects on the architecture of the actin cytoskeleton in protrusive
lamellipodia. In this chapter, the Introduction, Results and Discussion for each project
have been grouped together for continuity.
I: Lamellipodin
Introduction
Directed motility of cells requires the establishment of cell polarity-elements of
the cytoskeleton are preferentially assembled and expanded in one area of the cell
periphery and disassembled in other areas. To do this, factors that regulate the
cytoskeleton are preferentially recruited to these areas. Localization of these factors is
accomplished by a variety of mechanisms: binding to activated transmembrane receptors
or their effectors; binding to asymmetrically recruited lipid components of the plasma
membrane; or binding to newly generated elements of the cytoskeleton itself.
Ena/VASP proteins (Chapter 3) regulate fibroblast motility [162] though their
effects of actin filament length. In motile fibroblasts, they are localized to the most distal
edge of the lamellipodia, where they interact with the barbed ends of actin filaments and
promote filament elongation. This localization requires two regions of Ena/VASP: the
N-terminal EVH2 domain, which interacts with the free barbed ends of actin filaments in
a broad region of the lamellipodia periphery[83, 162]; and the EVH1 domain, which
restricts Ena/VASP localization to the most distal tips of lamellipodia through a
previously unknown mechanism.
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The EVH1 domain contains binding sites for several different proteins, including
those with the consensus motif (D/E)(F/L/W/Y)PPPPX(D/E)(D/E). Proteins with this
motif include zyxin and vinculin [99, 253], which mediate Ena/VASP targeting to focal
adhesions. Recently, a database search for this consensus sequence returned several
additional proteins, including a novel protein now called Lamellipodin[254].
Lamellipodin was found to bind the EVH1 domain Ena/VASP proteins in vitro and in
vivo and to co-localize with Ena/VASP proteins in cells at the tips of lamellipodia and
filopodia. In addition, Lamellipodin was found to have a Ras-association domain and
lipid-binding Plekstrin-homology (PH) domain that specifically binds the lipid molecule
phosphatidylinositol 3,4-biphosphate (PI(3,4)P2). PI(3,4)P2, a metabolic product of
PI(3,4,5)P2, is a component of the plasma membrane that becomes asymmetrically
localized to sites of lamellipodia protrusion [255-257] in response to chemotactic signals.
The PH domain of Lamellipodin (possibly in conjunction with a Ras-association
domain) localizes Lamellipodin to the tips of lamellipodia. Lamellipodin, in turn, binds
the EVH1 domains of Ena/VASP proteins and restricts their localization to the
lamellipodia tips. Lamellipodin activity is required for normal lamellipodia formation and
protrusion; however, it may participate in other aspects of lamellipodial dynamics in
addition to Ena/VASP recruitment. Effects of Lamellpodin knockdown in on the actin
cytoskeleton are presented in the following Results section. I contributed EM analysis to
this work, which was published in [254].
Results
As discussed in the Introduction, Lamellipodin (Lpd) restricts Ena/VASP
localization to the most distal tips of lamellipodia. Overexpression of Lpd in RAT2 cells
increases the protrusion velocity of lamellipodia. This phenotype resembles the
phenotype caused by overexpression or artificial membrane targeting of Ena/VASP
proteins, and supports the hypothesis that Lpd is involved in leading edge targeting of
Ena/VASP[254]. ShRNA technology[258] was used to stably knock down Lpd
expression in B16 mouse melanoma cells. In these cells, lamellipodia formation is
severely impaired, whereas lamellipodia still form (albeit abnormally) in cells lacking
Ena/VASP activity (see [254] for knockdown characterization).
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To analyze the Lpd knockdown phenotype in greater detail, cells were examined
using platinum replica microscopy. In comparison to control cells, Lpd knockdown cells
have much smaller lamellipodia. These small lamellipodia have a thin rim of actin
meshwork at their periphery that appears relatively normal. However, in contrast to
control cells, where this network extends into the cell interior for 20-50 jpM or more, this
network is often only 10-15 RpM in depth. Behind this abbreviated actin network large
areas were devoid of the actin meshwork, revealing the underlying thick actin bundles
(Figure 4-1). The lack of actin meshwork is consistent with the decrease in F-actin seen
in these cells [254].
Figure 4-1. Lpd knockdown. A: In control B16 melanoma cells, lamellipodia are characterized by a
broad, dense network of filaments. Right scale bar = 10 micron, left = 1 micron. B: In Lpd knockdown
cells, a thin rim of actin meshwork is present but the area directly behind it is abnormally sparse.
Discussion
The phenotype of cells lacking Lpd differs from that seen in cells lacking
Ena/VASP activity[l61]. Loss of Ena/VASP activity results in the formation of
lamellipodia with abnormally short actin filaments. However, in Lpd knockdown cells,
areas are seen where the F-actin cytoskeleton appears to be missing or reduced in density.
This suggests that Lpd regulates some other aspect(s) of lamellipodia formation in
addition to Ena/VASP localization. Lpd has a number of protein-protein interaction
motifs and has been found in a complex with TUBA, a cdc42 GEF[259]. Further
analysis of the function of this complex and other potential binding partners may reveal
other roles for Lpd in lamellipodia dynamics.
II: Nck
Introduction
In Drosophila, the Nck (Dock) adaptor protein was recovered in a screen for
genes involved in photoreceptor cell targeting[260]. Dok is widely expressed in the
Drosophila nervous system and is involved in embryonic CNS development and
synaptogenesis[261]. In vertebrates there are two Nck genes, Nckl and Nck2[2621 (also
known as Nckf or Grb4). Nck proteins have a large number of binding partners[263,
264] and have been implicated in a variety of physiological processes[265], including
ephrin[266] [267] and netrin[268] signaling.
Nck proteins have three Src-homology (SH)-3 domains, which bind proline-rich
sequences, followed by one SH2 domain, which binds phosphorylated tyrosine[269].
Although Ncks have no catalytic activity of their own, they can serve as "adaptors,"
linking certain proteins together to facilitate their interaction[270]. Binding of Nck can
also induce conformational changes in target proteins. Nck proteins have been linked to
actin dynamics in cells. They are involved in the activation of several SCAR/ WASP
family proteins and help link Rho-GTPases with downstream effectors[264].
To investigate the function of Nckl and Nck2 in vivo, both of these genes were
targeted for deletion by homologous recombination and replaced with constructs
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encoding lacZ in mice. Mice lacking either Nckl or Nck2 expression are viable and
fertile and have no gross physiological abnormalities. However, loss of both Nckl and 2
resulted in embryonic lethality between embryonic day (E) 8.5 and E12.5. Nckl-'-Nck2-'
embryos have severe morphological defects, including lack of chorion-allantoic fusion,
deficient axial rotation, and defective neurulation. This result suggests that the two Nck
genes have significant functional overlap.
The lack of phenotype in single mutant animals and the presence of multiple
severe defects in the double mutant complicated analysis of the in vivo roles of the Nck
genes. Previously, Nck has been implicated in the regulation of cell motility because of
its interactions with factors that regulate this process, including members of the
SCAR/WAVE family[148, 149, 271, 272]. To examine the role of Nck proteins in cell
motility, embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were derived from Nckl'Nck2-'- and Nckl+'
Nck2+'- embryos. As an additional control Nckl-'-Nck2' - MEFs re-expressing Nckl were
generated; the construct used in this case also directed expression of EGFP following an
IRES sequence (Nckl-IRES-EGFP) so cells could be sorted by fluorescence intensity.
Nckl-'-Nck2-'- MEFs and controls were tested for their ability migrate into a "scratch
wound" made to a confluent layer of cells. While both Nckl+'-Nck2+'Z MEFs and Nckl-'-
Nck2-'- Nckl-IRES-EGFP MEFS retained the ability to migrate into a scratch wound, far
fewer Nckl'-Nck2 - - MEFs were present in the wounded area at 18 hours post-scratch(see
[273] for this data and additional characteriztion). To characterize the function of the
Nck proteins on the actin cytoskeleton, Nckl-'-Nck2- - MEFs were analyzed by
immunofluorescence and platinum replica EM (see Results). I contributed fluorescence
microscopy and EM analysis to this study, which was published in [273].
Results
Nck proteins have been linked to proteins that regulate the actin cytoskeleton
(Chapter 1). Nck-deficient MEFs and control cells were examined by
immunofluorecensce microscopy in order to visualize the cytoskeleton and the
localization of actin-regulatory proteins. Phalloidin staining of F-actin showed that Nck-
deficient MEFs had lamellipodia that were smaller and more irregular (Figures 4-2) when
compared to the broad, smooth lamellipodia seen in control cells. Nck-deficient MEFs
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re-expressing Nck-1 had a range of intermediate phenotypes, which likely reflects
variable levels of Nck-1 expression.
Although Nck has been implicated in the activation of Arp2/3 in the lamellipodial
periphery[148, 274], localization of Arp2/3 was not significantly changed in Nck-
deficient MEFs. In control cells, a band of Arp2/3 enrichment is found at the leading
edge of cells. In Nck-deficient cells, this area was still apparent (Figure 4-2) although the











Figure 4-2. Arp2/3 localization in Nck-deficient cells. A-A": Nckl+/-Nck2+/- MEFs. A: Phalloidin.
A': anti-p34. A": Merge. B'-B": Nckl-/-Nck2-/- MEFs. Staining as for A-A". C: Nckl-/-Nck2-/- + Nckl
IRES EGFP MEFS. Staining as for A-A".
In control cells, VASP immunostaining showed a typical pattern of localization at
the distal tips of lamellipodia and at focal adhesions. This localization was also
maintained in Nck-deficient MEFs, although lamellipodia were smaller and irregular.















Figure 4-3. VASP localization in Nck-deficient MEFs. A-A": Nckl+/-Nck2+/- MEFs. A: Phalloidin.
A': anti-VASP. A": Merge. B-B" Nckl-/-Nck2-/- MEFs. Staining as in A-A". C-C": Nckl-/-Nck2-/- +
Nckl IRES EGFP MEFs. Staining as in A-A".
Nck-deficient and control MEFs were analyzed by platinum-replica electron
microscopy. Control MEF lamellipodia had a normal dendritic array comprised of a
dense network of short, branched actin filaments. Consistent with the phalloidin staining
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results, Nck-deficient MEFs had lamellipodia that were smaller and more irregular. By
EM additional defects were appreciable. The network of actin filaments at the distal
leading edge appeared normal; however, the dendritic array was much narrower. Behind
this distal area, the actin meshwork is abnormally sparse with large gaps containing a few
long filaments and bundles (Figure 4-4).
Figure 4-4: Platinum Replica Electron Microsocopy of Nck-deficient cells. A: Nckl+/-Nck2+/-
MEFs; all scale bars = 1 micron. B: Nckl-/-Nck2-/- MEFs. C: Nckl-/-Nck2-/- + Nckl IRES EGFP MEFs.
Recovery from ATP depletion has been used to analyze the formation of nascent
lamellipodia[161, 275]. Sodium azide is a metabolic inhibitor that inhibits ATP
generation in cultured cells and causes breakdown of the dynamic actin cytoskeleton due
to a lack of ATP-bound G-actin[276]. When sodium azide is washed out, a burst of
lamellipodial actin assembly occurs. Since lamellipodial protrusion is synchronized in
this system, the process of actin assembly can be observed.
Lamellipodia protrusion in Nck-deficient and control cells was analyzed with this
method. In control cells, small areas of actin assembly were observed 1 minute after
azide washout, and by 20 minutes, recovery appeared complete: dense, robust actin
networks were present. In Nck-deficient cells, the initial steps of lamellipodia formation
appeared to occur normally. However, at 20 minutes, recovery appeared to have stalled
after the formation of small lamellipodia. As in Nck-deficient cells that have not been
treated with azide, an abnormally sparse area was present behind a thin rim of actin
meshwork (Figure 4-5).
Figure 4-5. ActUn cytoskeleton following azide recovery in N•ck-deficient cells. A-A"': Nckl+/-
Nck2+/- MEFs, A: 1 min. after azide washout. Small lamellipodia are beginning to form. All scale bars =
1 micron. A'-A"': 20 min. after washout, med., high, and low magnifications. Robust lamellipodia have
formed. B-B"': Nckl-/-Nck2-/- MEFs. B: 1 minute after azide washout; small lamellipodia comparable to
those in control cells are visible. B'-B": 20 minutes after washout. Only small lamellipodia are apparent.
Discussion
The Nck adaptor proteins have been associated with a number of signaling
pathways[264, 265], particularly those associated with regulation of the cytoskeleton.
Severe developmental defects and early embryonic lethality are observed in Nckl -/-
Nck2 -/- embryos, indicating that this family of proteins is involved in critical
morphogenetic processes. However, the ways that particular signaling pathways are
affected in Nck-deficient cells is not known; this may vary based on the cell type and a
number of other factors. Nck is known to be involved in Arp2/3 activation through
regulation of several WASP/SCAR family proteins. In Nck-deficient MEFs, Arp2/3
localization does not appear to be affected, and branched actin networks are still present.
Since Arp2/3 can be activated by a variety of mechanisms, this is not surprising.
However, the abnormal ultrastructural morphology of the lamellipodia indicates that
some aspect of cytoskeletal regulation is impaired. One possibility is that Arp2/3
activation is not sustained long enough to generate robust lamellipodia. Interestingly, the
ultrastructural phenotype of Nck-deficient cells superficially resembles that of
Lamellipodin-deficient cells, although the meaning of this similarity is unclear. More
recent analysis indicates that filopodia formation is also impaired in Nck-deficient
MEFs[277]. Further molecular analysis of Nck-deficient MEFs is needed to more
precisely characterize the role of these proteins in cytoskeletal regulation and cell
motility. In addition, tissue-specific or inducible mouse knockout systems could help




Cortactin was originally identified as the product of a gene frequently amplified in
human carcinomas[278]. It was subsequently found to bind to F-actin and localize to
sites of dynamic actin assembly, such as lamellipodia and ruffles[155], and to promote
motility in epithelial cells[279] and fibroblasts[280]. Cortactin has an SH3 domain, F-
actin binding site, and a phosphorylation site for the Src kinase. Cortactin also has an
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amino-terminal acidic domain that is homologous to the acidic domain found in
SCAR/WASP family proteins[ 157]. As in SCAR/WASP proteins, this acidic domain can
stimulate activity of the Arp2/3 complex. N-WASP, a member of the SCAR/WASP
family can bind to cortactin, and this complex can activate Arp2/3 in a synergistic
manner[156, 2811. In addition to activating Arp2/3, cortactin can stabilize Arp2/3
generated actin networks against debranching in vitro.
Newly polymerized actin filaments consist of monomers that are bound to ATP.
As filaments age, the ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP[117]. The F-actin binding site of
cortactin has a 15-fold greater affinity for ATP-bound F-actin compared to ADP-bound
F-actin, and loss of newly polymerized actin networks causes delocalization of cortactin
from lamellipodia[282]. This suggests that cortactin is recruited to nascent lamellipodia
through binding to newly polymerized actin.
ShRNA technology was used to knockdown cortactin expression in a human
fibrosarcoma (HT1080) cell line. Cortactin-knockdown cells had slower motility and
were defective in their ability to invade a Matrigel matrix. Conversely, HT1080 cells
overexpressing cortactin showed the opposite phenotype; they moved faster and were
more invasive, consistent with previous data associating an increase in cortactin
expression with invasiveness in cancer cells[283-285]. Analysis of the cytoskeleton of
these cells by platinum replica electron microscopy is presented in the Results section. I
contributed this EM data to [282], now in submission.
Results
Cortactin activates Arp2/3 and stabilizes Arp2/3-nucleated actin branches.
ShRNA technology was used to knockdown cortactin expression in HT1080 cells (see
[282]for knockdown details and characterization). These cells showed reduced motility
in several different assays. To analyze the effects of cortactin knockdown and
overexpression on the actin cytoskeleton, cells were analyzed by platinum replica
electron microscopy.
Initial analysis of cortactin knockdown and control cells revealed that cortactin-
deficient cells showed an increase lamellipodial ruffling. Otherwise, the lamellipodial
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actin cytoskeleton appeared very similar to control cells (Figure 4-6), with a dense
network of branched actin filaments.
Figure 4-6: Cortactin knockdown in HT1080 cells. A-A': Control HT1080 cells. A: Large lamel-
lipodia are visible at low magnification. A': A normal dendritic array is apparent at higher magnification.
B-B': Cortactin knockdown HT1080 cells. B: Ruffles are abundant in knockdown cells, but in B" the
actin network appears indistinguishable from controls.
However, when nascent lamellipodia were analyzed following sodium azide
treatment and washout, differences were seen in the actin cytoskeleton architecture. In
control cells (pRS) small lamellipodia had formed after 1 minute following azide
washout; these lamellipodia contained a dense network of branched actin filaments. In
cortactin knockdown cells, this network appeared somewhat abnormal, with the presence
of long, unbranched filaments that ran parallel to the plasma membrane (Figure 4-7).
Long, unbranched filaments have previously been associated with an increase in
lamellipodial ruffling and a decrease in whole cell motility[161]. Conversely, cortactin
overexpression resulted in an apparent increase in branches and short filaments in cells I
minute after azide washout. This morphology has been associated with a decrease in
ruffling and increase in motility (Figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-7. Recovery from azide in cortactin knockdown, cortactin overexpressing, and
control cells. A-A': Control HT1080 cell 1 min. after azide washout with nascent lamellipodia All scale
bars = 1 micron. B-B': Cortactin knockdown cell 1 min. after azide washout. Filaments appear longer and
disorganized. C-C': HTIO80 cells overexpressing cortactin. Filaments appear shorter.
Discussion
Based on these experiments, cortactin appears to regulate cell motility primarily
by regulating the stability of branched actin networks. The ability to regulate the stability
of a lamellipodial network may help promote polarization and directional motility.
Cortactin activity might stabilize the actin network and facilitate motility in the direction
of a protrusion. Protrusions in other areas might be destabilized by a lack of cortactin
activity and turn into ruffles. Several other factors are known to regulate actin filament
length, including ena/VASP[161]. Increases in ena/VASP activity are correlated with
increases in filament length and inhibition of ena/VASP is associated with a decrease in
filament length. Future experiments may shed light on the potential functional
interaction between cortactin and ena/VASP.
Cortactin is regulated by phosphorylation by several protein kinases, including
Src, Erk[2861 and Fer[287, 288]. Cortactin activity may also be regulated through the
activity of Rho-family GTPases [289-292] and their GEFs and GAPs. Rho GTPase
signaling pathways are known to be involved in modulating cell polarity[293-296]. Thus,
cortactin has the potential to be an important factor in establishing and maintaining cell




Lpd knockdown cell lines (B16-F1) (Dr. Mattias Krause, King's College, London) were
cultured as recommended by ATCC for B16-Fl cells. Cells were used for only two
passages after FACS selection because they are prone to drift. Cells were plated on
laminin-coated coverslips for EM analysis.
Nckl-/- Nck2-/- mouse embryonic fibroblasts and controls (from Dr. Tony Pawson,
Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute, Toronto) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified
eagle's medium (DMEM) and 10% heat-inactivate fetal bovine serum (IFS) in a
humidified environment at 37°C with 5%CO2.
Human HT1080 cells (ATCC) were grown in DMEM (Cellgro) supplemented with 10%
heat inactivated bovine growth serum (BGS) (Hyclone) in a humidified environment at
37°C with 5%CO2. Cells were selected with 4 pg/ml puromycin or 600 pg/ml G418 for 5
days. Cells were plated on fibronectin (50 [tM/mL, 2h room temp.)-coated coverslips for
EM.
Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Nckl-/- Nck2-/- mouse embryonic fibroblasts and controls were cultured as described
and plated on fibronectin-coated coverslips for immunostaining. Cells were fixed for 30
min. at 37C in PPS (4% paraformaldehyde in PHEM buffer (60 mM PIPES pH7.0, 25
mM HEPES pH 7.0, 10 mM EGDT, 2 mM MgCI2) with 0.12M sucrose). After rinsing in
PBS, coverslips were incubated in 10% fatty acid free bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
PBS for 30 min, permeablized for 10 min. in 0.2% triton/PBS, rinsed, and re-blocked in
10% BSA/PBS for 30 min. Incubations with primary (monoclonal anti-p34, Dr. Matt
Welch, and polyclonal anti-VASP 2010) and secondary antisera were done in the
presence of 1% BSA/PBS. Images were captured on a Nikon TE200 using DeltaVision
software (API).
Platinum replica microscopy.
The ATP depletion/recovery assay was performed as previously described (Svitkina et
al., 1986). To initiate ATP depletion, media was replaced with PBS supplemented with
0.1 g/l CaCI2, 0.1 g/l MgCl 2, and 20 mM NaN 3. Cells were incubated for I hr at 370 C.
The NaN3-containing buffer was then replaced with fresh microscopy media to allow for
ATP recovery. Platinum replica electron microscopy was performed essentially as
described (Svitkina and Borisy, 1998) with a few minor modifications. Briefly, cells were
cultured as described above on coverslips. For electron microscopy fixation, cells were
extracted for 3-5 min with 1% Triton X-100 in PEM buffer (100 mM PIPES, pH 6.8, 1
mM EGTA, 1 mM MgC12) containing 10uM phalloidin, 0.2% glutaraldehyde, and 4.2%
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sucrose as an osmotic buffer. Coverslips were washed with PEM containing 1 M
phalloidin, 1tM Taxol, and 1% sucrose, fixed in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3),





I: Arp2/3 in Axon Guidance and Growth Cone Motility
Several lines of evidence suggest that Arp2/3 activity is not required for simple
axon outgrowth or filopodia formation in the growth cone, but is required for proper axon
guidance in response to extracellular guidance cues[2071(L. Luo, personal
communication). These experiments have raised several important questions regarding
the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton in the growth cone and the unique roles actins
structures may have in neuronal growth cones.
Hippocampal neurons normally avoid Semaphorin 3A when they are plated on
coverslips coated with stripes of this repellent. When Arp2/3 is inhibited in these cells,
their neurites grow onto Sema3A stripes with an increased frequency compared to control
cells (Chapter 2). Although these results are intriguing, this assay represents a much-
simplified model of axon guidance. In vivo, growth cones may simultaneously encounter
a number of various guidance cues in the extracellular environment. The growth cone
must navigate through a three dimensional space that may present physical barriers,
changes in the adhesiveness or chemical composition of the substratum or any number of
additional challenges to migration. In vivo, Arp2/3 activity may have a far different or
more significant role than what can be appreciated in a culture system. Arp2/3 may also
be involved in other aspects of nervous system development, such as neuronal migration
or synaptogenesis.
Arp2/3 Function in vivo
Genetic ablation of Arp2/3 function in the mouse may help to address some of
these issues. Since Arp2/3 is a critical factor in the generation of motile lamellipodia in
many cell types, complete genetic ablation of Arp2/3 in the embryo is likely to result in
very early lethality. To analyze the function of Arp2/3 in axon guidance, a more
effective strategy would be to selectively eliminate Arp2/3 activity in the nervous system
only or even in a subset of the cells within the nervous system through the use of a tissue-
specific knockout.
Expression of the Arp2/3-inhibitory peptide (EGFP-CA) in cultured embryonic
hippocampal neurons is lethal if it is expressed in significant quantities prior to the
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emergence of the axon and dendrites (< 24h after plating)(L. Lanier, personal
communication). If elimination of Arp2/3 has a similar effect on neurons in vivo, the
timing of this experiment must also be controlled through the use of an inducible system
or a developmental-stage specific knockout in order to examine the effects of Arp2/3
ablation on axon guidance. (Although analysis of the requirement for Arp2/3 activity in
early neuronal migration, neurogenesis and the emergence of primary axons and
dendrites from the cell body might also be extremely interesting and informative). A
genetic system of this type would permit analysis of many different guidance pathways.
Arp2/3 in Synaptogenesis
Another interesting area of study may be the potential requirement for Arp2/3
activity in synaptogenesis. Synapses are actin-rich structures and a number of proteins
that regulate the actin cytoskeleton have been localized to either presynaptic structures or
the post-synaptic density[297, 298]. Actin dynamics are required for long-term
potentiation (LTP), and synaptic plasticity in general is thought to involve the activity of
actin-rich dendritic "spines."[299] Cortactin, a protein that activates Arp2/3 and
stabilizes Arp2/3-nucleated actin branches, has been shown to be an important factor in
dendritic spine morphology and dynamics[300]. Cofilin, an actin-severing protein whose
activity can potentiate Arp2/3 branch nucleation in some fibroblast systems, and LIM
kinase, which regulates cofilin activity, are both involved in dendritic spine function and
synaptogenesis as well[298, 301, 302].
To test the requirement for Arp2/3 in these processes, several approaches could be
taken. Embryonic hippocampal neurons in culture contact each other and form synapses
after 3 days in culture[303]. The localization of Arp2/3 can be analyzed via expression of
an EGFP-tagged Arp2/3 complex member protein such as p21. The function of Arp2/3
in synaptogenesis can be analyzed by expression of the inhibitory peptide described in
Chapter 2, or by using new ShRNA technology to knockdown expression of a critical
subunit such as p34. The number and morphology of the synapses formed in these
cultures can be analyzed. It may also be possible to conduct studies of the
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electrophysiological properties of these synapses in various systems, such as recording
from organotypic slices[304].
Regulation of Arp2/3 in Neurons
The regulation of Arp2/3 activity during axon guidance, synaptogenesis, and
potentially other activities of the neuron is also unknown. The activity of Arp2/3 is
regulated in a cell through activation and localization to appropriate areas (stabilization of
Arp2/3 branches by cofilin might also be considered to be another level of
regulation)[147]. In other systems, Arp2/3 can be activated by members of the
SCAR/WASP family of proteins and by cortactin. Cortactin and several SCAR/WASP
proteins[305], including N-WASP[306], are expressed in neurons of various types.
However, whether they function to activate Arp2/3 is unknown. The roles of these
proteins may be assessed by eliminating their expression through ShRNA technology in
cultured neurons or by analysis of tissue-specific mouse knockouts. Overexpression or
expression of constitutively active forms of these proteins, such as the intact N-WASP
VCA domain[216] in cultured neurons might also be informative.
The localization and activity of SCAR/WASP proteins during axon outgrowth,
turning, attraction and repulsion may also be monitored by other means, such as live cell
microscopy. The subcellular SCAR/WASP proteins could be monitored by fluorescent
time-lapse microscopy, and it may even be possible to monitor the activation state of
WASP family proteins through the use of Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
(FRET). FRET is a system that can indicate when two proteins or the two termini of a
single protein are in close proximity (2-6 nm). Fluorescent emission from a pair of
specific spectral variants of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) (most often CFP, cyan
fluorescent protein; and YFP, yellow fluorescent protein) that have been cloned onto the
protein or pronteins in question is used to detect proximity (Figure 5-1). One of the
fluorophores must have an emission wavelength that falls within the absorption
wavelength of the second. When they are closely juxtaposed, exitation of the first
fluorescent protein results in emission from the second.
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Since WASP family proteins are regulated by folding into an autoinhibited state
that juxtaposes the C- and N-terminal domains of the protein[ 1501, they may be a good
candidate for FRET analysis[307]. In this experiment, CFP and YFP would be cloned
onto the C-terminus and N-terminus of a WASP protein. Emission wavelengths from the
WASP protein will differ according to whether the protein is in its active or autoinhibited
state. It may also be possible to monitor Arp2/3 complex activation by FRET, activation
of Arp2/3 occurs when the two Actin-Related Proteins (Arp2 and Arp3) are brought into
close proximity of each other to mimic an actin dimer[ 1441.
A 430nm 430 nm A
CIFP N-WASP YFP 430 nm
480 nm 480 nm 545 nm
Active WASP- emission at 480 nm Inactive WASP - emission at 545 nm
Figure 5-1. Fret analysis of WASP activation state.
The FRET system has a number of caveats that can make its use challenging. The
fluorophores must be folded properly in a fusion protein, and the protein(s) they are fused
to must also be folded properly to maintain their normal functions and binding
interactions. The two fluorophores must also be oriented correctly in order for FRET to
occur, even if they are in close enough proximity. However, FRET can provide
information about the conformational state or binding activity of a protein in a live cell
that is not available through other methods.
Role of Arp2/3 in the Growth Cone
Preliminary evidence suggests that Arp2/3 may generate specialized actin
structures in the central and transitional regions of the growth cone that mediate
interactions between the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons that are important for
proper axon guidance (Chapter 2). However, the nature and function of these actin
structures are unknown. Because of the density and thickness of the transitional region of
the growth cone, examination of this region by platinum replica electron microscopy has
been challenging. Mild treatment with dilute gelsolin, an actin severing protein, may
partially break down the actin cytoskeleton, making the remaining areas easier to
image[203]. However, this may introduce artifacts, and the variable susceptibility of
different actin structures to gelsolin treatment may result in the selective loss of Arp2/3
nucleated structures. Another option for visual analysis of this region is transmission
electron microscopy of serial thin sections of embedded growth cones followed by three-
dimensional reconstruction; however, at the moment this method is somewhat technically
challenging.
The role of Arp2/3 could be addressed using a more molecular approach
involving mislocalization of one of its activators to the growth cone periphery by fusion
of a Ras CAAX sequence (Chapter 2). A truncated peptide encompassing the N-WASP
VCA domain constitutively activates Arp2/3 and could be expressed, either on its own in
the growth cone cytoplasm or at the plasma membrane as a CAAX fusion protein, to
examine the effects of inappropriate Arp2/3 activation in neuronal growth cones.
Platinum replica EM of these growth cones could be used to visualize the morphology of
the actin cytoskeleton. Since microtubule dynamics might also be altered in these cells,
the microtubule cytoskeleton could be imaged either by immunostaining of fixed
specimens or imaging of fluorescently labeled tubulin in live specimens.
Arp2/3-nucleated branch points are stabilized in vitro by binding of cortactin.
Overexpression of cortactin in hippocampal neurons might selectively increase the
overall stability of branched actin networks without affecting unbranched actin structures.
Conversely, eliminating cortactin activity using ShRNA technology (Chapter 4) might
destabilize these networks. The effects of cortactin overexpression or inhibition could be
analyzed using some of the same experiments used to analyze Arp2/3 inhibition in
Chapter 2.
Other Nucleators of F-Actin in the Growth Cone
Arp2/3 activity is not required for filopodia formation in neuronal growth cones.
However, filopodia are extremely dynamic structures, undergoing cycles of rapid
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assembly and breakdown as they explore the environment. This suggests a need for the
nucleation of actin filaments or at least the generation of new barbed ends in the growth
cone periphery. Filaments could be nucleated by other actin-nucleating proteins, such as
those of the formin family[308]. Several members of the formin family are expressed in
the nervous system[309]. Neuronal culture systems such as embryonic hippocampal
neurons or dorsal root ganglia cultures can be screened for expression of formin family
proteins. The function of any formins expressed in these cells can be analyzed by
subcellular localization and functional inhibition. It should be noted, however, that the
formin family is very large. Neurons may express more than one family member, and
this may complicate analysis.
Free actin filament barbed ends can also be generated through the severing of pre-
existing filaments. In some other cell types, severing of actin filaments potentiates
Arp2/3 activity by increasing the number of free barbed ends[132]. In neuronal growth
cones, actin severing could help disassemble filaments, and elongation from the barbed
ends could rebuild filopodia in a different direction or configuration. Cofilin and the
related protein ADF are expressed in neurons and enriched in growth cones.
Overexpression of ADF increases neurite motility, and inhibition of cofilin represses
growth cone motility and causes a disorganized morphology. [224, 301, 310, 311].
Platinum-replica electron microscopy analysis of growth cones in which cofilin activity
has been inhibited (or enhanced by overexpression of the Slingshot phosphotase) may
reveal what aspects of actin cytoskeleton dynamics require cofilin activity. In addition, a
photoactivatable "caged" cofilin has been developed[133, 312] that allows for activation
of cofilin in a small, controllable area of a cell. This technology could be applied to the
study of growth cone motility such that cofilin could be activated in a small region of the
growth cone, and a time course of the effects monitored by live cell microscopy or
correlative platinum-replica EM.
II: Ena/VASP Proteins in Growth Cone Motility
Genetic evidence in flies, worms, and mice indicates that EnaVASP proteins are
involved in regulating axon guidance. Ena/VASP proteins are thought to mediate axon
guidance through their regulation of the actin cytoskeleton in the neuronal growth cone,
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specifically through their ability to promote the formation of long actin filaments that are
the building blocks of filopodia. Filopodia are known to be important structures involved
in establishing directionality of growth cone migration, especially in response to guidance
cues.
When EnaNASP protein activity is inhibited, growth cones are unable to generate
filopodia in response to netrin or in response to global activation of Protein Kinase A
(PKA), a downstream effector of many axon guidance receptors (Chapter 3). However,
the effects this phenotype may have on the ability of the growth cone to redirect its
growth in response to a directional cue is not known, especially since the growth cone
can still respond to netrin and PKA activation with protrusion of lamellipodia. In
addition, the requirement for Ena/VASP activity in the response of the growth cone to a
repulsive guidance cue at the cellular level is not known.
The ability of a growth cone to respond to a guidance factor gradient can be
tested using an in vitro turning assay. In this assay, a single growth cone is placed in a
pulsatile gradient of a guidance cue on a microscope stage, where it can be monitored
over time for a change in its direction of outgrowth[313]. In the past, this assay has
usually been performed using dissociated spinal cord neurons from Xenpus laeveous
embryos because they can be cultured at room temperature and do not require the
addition of a heating element to the microscope stage. However, this assay can
theoretically be adapted for use on mammalian neurons with the addition of a heat
source.
The response of mammalian growth cones to a variety of attractive and repulsive
guidance factors can be tested using this system. The requirement for Ena/VASP
proteins in these responses can then be assayed using the mito-sequestration system
described in Chapter 3, or by using neurons isolated from embryos with mutations in one
or more EnaVASP family members. The changes in the actin cytoskeletons of control or
mutant growth cones can be examined more closely by correlative platinum replica
electron microscopy of turning growth cones.
The architecture of the actin cytoskeleton can vary significantly between different
cell types (or even different areas of the same cell) and is likely to be a product of input
from a number of different signaling and structural proteins. If one of these inputs is
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removed, the activity of the remaining factors may shift the morphology of the
cytoskeleton to resemble one of the other possible structures. In fibroblasts, increased
Ena/VASP activity is associated with a decrease in branching, and vice versa. When
Ena/VASP is inhibited in neurons, the cytoskeleton of the growth cone becomes
disorganized. Actin filaments appear shorter and tend to approach the plasma membrane
at more oblique angles, a geometry similar to that seen in fibroblast lamellipodia. In this
case, the Arp2/3 complex may have a more significant role in generating actin structures,
resulting in a cytoskeleton that resembles that of a fibroblast. In the absence of filopodia
in the periphery, Arp2/3 may become re-localized to this region. Preliminary evidence
indicates that this is the case (E. Dent, personal communication); however, further
analysis of this result is required. Ena/VASP may function to antagonize Arp2/3
branching. Biochemical analysis of these two activities may help determine if this is the
case.
Other Regulators of Filopodia
Besides the Ena/VASP family, a number of other proteins are known to regulate
filopodia formation and dynamics. The actin crosslinking protein fascin bundles long
actin filaments into filopodia in vitro and in fibroblast systems [167]. Fascin localizes
strongly to filopodia in both fibroblasts and growth cones[172]. Fascin activity is
inhibited by phosphorylation of Serine 39 by Protein Kinase C, and phosphorylation of
fascin causes its dissociation from from filopodia[169, 171]. This is followed shortly by
loss of filopodia. Actin bundling by fascin is though to be preceeded by clustering of a
"tip complex" at filament barbed ends, and this complex has been hypothesized to
contain VASP[1301. This suggests that Ena/VASP and fascin may cooperate to regulate
filopodia formation.
This functional interaction could be tested in several ways. Fascin overexpression
may rescue the phenotype seen in growth cones in which EnaNASP activity is inhibited;
that is, filopodia numbers and length may be increased. If this is the case, it might be
interesting to see if an increase in filopodia formation can still be elicited by netrin.
Although endogenous filopodia formation may be rescued by fascin overexpression,
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filopodia formation in response to a guidance cue may require EnaNASP activity.
Conversely, ablation of fascin activity may reduce the abnormally long and abundant
filopodia seen in growth cones expressing the FP4-CAAX construct. Fascin activity and
Ena/VASP activity are both regulated by phosphorylation, albeit by different kinases.
Their activity during filopodia formation appears to be coordinated, and this might be
accomplished by other factors present in the tip complex. Proteomic analysis of this
complex may reveal the presence of phosphotases or other potential regulators of these
two activites.
Fibroblasts in which Arp2/3 activity is inhibited have long, unbranched actin
filaments in their periphery. In this way their morphology is similar to that of a neuronal
growth cone. However, in fibroblasts these filaments run parallel to the leading edge
instead of perpendicular and are not typically bundled into filopodia. Overexpression of
fascin or expression of a constitutively active mutant fascin may cause these filopodia to
be bundled into filopodia, resulting in a morhpholgy similar to that seen in a neuronal
growth cone. These experiments may contribute to the understanding of how different
actin structures are formed and regulated, and provide models for examining the
physiological function of these various actin structures.
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Cytoskeleton fix for EM
1. Plate cells on 12-mm coverslips. Coverslips can be coated with polylysine,
laminin, or fibronectin, although high concentrations may be apparent by EM.
2. Before fixation, prepare extraction buffer, wash, and fix. Prepare new 24-well
dish with solutions and transfer coverslips very quickly between solutions with
forceps. DO NOT ALLOW COVERSLIPS TO DRY OUT!
3. Lyse cells 3-5 min in extraction buffer.
4. Wash 2x in wash buffer, 10-30 sec.
5. Fix 20 min at room temp in fix solution. Coverslips can be stored in fix at 4 deg.,
dishes wrapped well in parafilm for 4 weeks.
6. If cells have been at 4 degrees, remove from fridge and sit at 20 min room temp.
Fix 20 minutes in Tannic acid, 1 mg/ml in water. Make fresh.
Start evaporator as per evaporator instructions.
7. Wash in water, 2x + lx 5 min + 2x.
8. Fix 20 minutes in uranyl acetate, 2mg/ml in water (good at RT for 1 month).
9. DEHYDRATION: place critical point dryer basket in crystallization dish filled
with water. Place coverslips in basket, separated by spacers (start and end with
spacers).
10. Transfer to 10% ethanol with paper clip stirrer-5 min.
11. Wash in 20%, 40% 60%, 80% and 2x 100% ethanol 5 min each.
DURING THESE WASHES or soon afterwards, vent evaporator bell jar and load
platinum coil, carbon rod, and double-stick tape (see special instructions). Seal
and evacuate bell jar.
12. Incubate in uranyl acetate in ethanol (100%) for 20 min.
13. Wash 2x 100% ethanol, followed by 2x 100% ethanol dried over molecular
sieves.
14. Dehydrate in critical point dryer following instructions in manual; use 100%
ethanol over molecular sieves.
15. After dehyradration cycle finishes (drier switches to heat and remains above 31
deg. For 4 min) bleed drier chamber; when it gets below 400 pressure, vent.
16. As chamber is venting, also vent evaporator bell jar. Try to time it to minimize
time of transfer of coverslips between drier and evaporator and minimize time
evaporator is open.
17. Remove basket of coverslips. Quickly open bell jar and remove rotating platform
with sticky papers. Remove coverslips from basket and affix to sticky papers as
close to center as possible. Be sure to mark papers as to identity of coverslips.
18. Replace platform, bell jar, and cycle evaporator down. When it reaches a pressure
of 10 x 10 -7, press seal. Start rototilt.
19. Evaporate Pt and Carbon.
20. Remove sticky papers with coverslips from platform and store in Petri dishes until
they can be mounted on grids.
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Fixing Replicas Onto Grids
12-well tissue culture plate
platinum loop
grid forceps (aka self-closing tweezers. Ted Pella #5649 Dumont high precision N4
108mm stainless steel.)
regular forceps
Formvar coated grids (see grid-coating protocol)
0.2% Triton X-100
Hydroflouric acid 50%
1. Fill wells of TC plate with water almost to top. VERY CAREFULLY add to each
well in top row 0.4 ml HF using plastic -ml pipette and bubble to mix. Add to
wells in second row one loopful of 0.2% Triton. Add to wells in third row 
loopful of water from wells in second row.
2. Score replica with razor blade or tip of forceps to cut into squares:
3. Float coverslip replica-side up in HF. Replica will separate from glass and float
on surface tension, separating into squares (glass will fall to bottom).
4. Transfer replica squares using platinum loop to second row.
5. Transfer replicas to third row. Using grid forceps, pick up grid and scoop up
replica onto grid. Allow to dry and store in grid holder.
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Formvar-Coated Grids
Gilder Grids 50 mesh copper. Ted Pella cat #G50
Formvar (Ted Pella cat #19222 Formvar 15195 Resin Powder)
1,2-dichloroethane (Sigma cat#D8793 500mL)
Precleaned slides (Fisher cat #12-549)
Grid forceps (Ted Pella cat#5649)
100-mL orange cap jar (wide mouth)
dark-colored bowl for water
parafilm
razor blade
heavy forceps with parafilm covered tips.
1. Make 0.4% Formvar in 1,2-dichloroethane. Minimize exposure to air and make
fresh after aprox. 6 months.
2. Fill bowl with distilled water.
3. Holding slide with heavy forceps (DO NOT touch with fingers at any time) dip
slide into formvar for 5-10 sec. Hold in formvar fumes for a few more sec. Blot
end gently and allow to dry.
4. Score around edges of slide with razor blade.
5. Slowly dip the slide into the water, one corner of short end first, at an angle. Film
will slide off one or both sides of slide and float on surface of water.
Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
6. Lay grids, shiny side down, onto formvar in rows. Very gently touch around
edges to make sure they are stuck down.
7. Gently press a piece of parafilm down onto floating formvar and lift. Formvar
and grids should be stuck to parafilm. Lay flat (grid side up) to dry.











EM grade packaged under nitrogen, stored in rubber capped vials. Use needle + syringe
to aliquot. Store at 4 °. EM Sciences cat #16216-10.
10% Triton:
Individual ampules, aka Surfact-Amps. After opening, store at 40 for 1 month or less.
Pierce cat# 28314.
10 mM phalloidin
Prepare in water NOT METHANOL and store at -80°.
10mM taxol
Optional for preservation of microtubules. Store in DMSO at -20°.
0.2M cacodylate




0.5% Triton X-100, 2 laM Phalloidin, xPEM
Wash Buffer:
IxPEM + 0.4 RtM Phalloidin
Fix Buffer:
2% glutaraldehyde in 1M cacodylate buffer
Neuron Buffer:
Extraction Buffer:
1% Triton, 0.12M Sucrose, 10 !tM Phalloidin, (10tM Taxol optional), 0.2%
glutaraldehyde, lx PEM
Wash Buffer:
1% sucrose, 1 !M Phalloidin, (10CiM Taxol), x PEM
Fix Buffer:
1% sucrose, 2% glutaraldehyde, 0. 1M cacodylate buffer
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Other Chemicals and Materials:
Tannic Acid Mallinckrodt cat# 1764-02 NO SUBSTITUTIONS.
Evaporator Instructions
The Edwards Auto 306 Evaporator comes with extensive manuals which should be
reviewed before using it-these instructions should be regarded as a checklist and not
definitive instructions. Unauthorized users should never operate the Auto 306.
Turn evaporator on:
1. Turn on chiller; turn on Auto 306 using main power knob on front panel ( 0 = off;
I= on) Control panel should say "POWER FAIL." Press "Restart," then
"Start.."
Prepare platinum and carbon:
1. Press "Vent" and allow evaporator to vent to atmospheric pressure (lx 10 torr)
2. Unhook bell jar clamp (black clamp on end of bell jar arm). Wait for jar to
become unsealed. DO NOT FORCE JAR WHILE EVAPORATOR IS ON.
When jar becomes unsealed, lift and move aside.
3. Remove used tungsten wire using large hex wrench. Replace with new
tungsten/platinum. Position wire 45 degrees from center of sample plate as
shown below.
"45 degrees
4. Remove used carbon rod (pointed end) and re-sharpen in pencil sharpener.
Using sandpaper, finish tip to a fine point. Sand flat angled end of other rod
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with sandpaper just enough to remove burnt carbon. Use cotton tips and
ethanol to remove carbon dust.
5. Replace pointed carbon rod. To ensure the pointed tip remains in contact with
the flat angled rod, the carbon rod holder is spring loaded. After inserting new
carbon rod, prop the two metal blocks 3-4mm apart and position the pointed
rod against the flat end. After tightening the grip, release the two metal
blocks, this will maintain tension in the setup.
6. Remove sample plate and put sticky tapes on for samples, and write numbers
on tape for samples.
7. Reclose bell jar, and press cycle. If it makes an usual puttering noise, bell jar
is not sealed. Press "vent" and reposition the bell jar centered on the rim of
the base. Press "cycle" again. Add liquid nitrogen to funnel on left side of
evaporator until it starts to come out of the bottom hole.
To Load Samples:
After the samples are dried in the critical point dryer, they must be transferred to
the evaporator as quickly as possible. To do this, the venting of the dryer and the
evaporator must be coordinated. I recommend venting the evaporator when the dryer has
almost reached atmospheric pressure (when the needle is within the "0" range but not yet
on the notch in this range), unless the bell jar has been taking a long time to vent, in
which case it should be vented earlier.
1. To vent evporator, press "seal," then "vent." Retrieve samples from dryer.
Open bell jar and remove sample plate. Quickly, but carefully, remove
samples from sample holder (careful, it is easy to skip a sample between
spacers) and fix onto sample tape. Replace sample plate and close bell jar.
Press "cycle."
To Apply Pt and Carbon coats:
1. When pressure has reached the 10 -7 mbar range, Pt can be evaporated. Turn
on rotator to rotate sample plate (about half maximum speed or slightly less).
Switch LT Selector (upper right panel) to "A" for Pt coating and switch center
switch to LT (low tension).
2. Slowly increase voltage (needle on gauge will start to climb). Use dark eye





platinum coil will liquefy and glow, then bubble slightly. Eventually, the
liquid platinum will split into two portions that will separate slightly and
vibrate. At this point, evaporation has started. Cease increasing voltage and
count slowly to 7. (Can also use filament thickness monitor). Turn down
voltage to zero (this does not need to be done slowly). Turn center knob to
"0O".
3. Switch LT selector to "B." Switch center knob to LT. Slowly turn up
voltage; needle on gauge will start to climb. The contact point between the
two carbon rods will start to glow, use dark eyeglass to protect eyes. When
glowing rods can be seen through eyeglass, stop increasing voltage (around 7)
and count to 10. Turn down voltage.
4. Turn off rotator. Press "vent." Open bell jar and remove samples.
5. Replace bell jar. Press "cycle."
To Turn Off:
1. When pressure has again reached lx10-6or lower, press "seal."
2. Press "stop." Wait until control panel says "STANDBY."
3. Switch off power knob (switch to 0).
Troubleshooting
The bell jar won't open after venting. This is common if the unit has not been used in
a while. After venting for a few minutes, the evaporator will automatically switch back
to "sealed." Press "vent" again and wait. DON'T FORCE THE BELL JAR. DON'T
WIGGLE OR BUMP THE MACHINE WHILE IT IS ON. Venting 2-3 times and being
patient should allow it to open.
The bell jar still won't open. If the bell jar has vented (you will hear a small click
followed by the hissing of air into the jar) and the pressure is 1 x 103 torr (atmospheric),
the machine must be shut down. Press "seal" if the bell jar is not already "sealed," and
press "stop." Wait for the motor to stop and the panel to say "STANDBY." Turn off
using power switch. You may now force the bell jar open.
The bell jar won't vent. After pressing "vent" and waiting until machine switches back
to "sealed" several times, if you do not hear the hissing and pressure remains high, the
valve is probably stuck and you will need to call for maintenance.
No voltage is going through the platinum (or carbon).
1. Check that the LT selector is on the correct setting (A for Pt, B for Carbon) and
center switch is turned to LT.
2. Using black key, make sure the large lower access door of evaporator is shut and
locked all the way.
3. If neither 1 or 2 works, the platinum or carbon may not be set up properly (no
current is flowing for some reason). Seal and vent the bell jar and check to make
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sure that both are set up properly: check tungsten wire is securely clamped and
hasn't burnt through. Check that carbon rods are touching and there is tension to
hold them together.
Control panel says "HD2 GAUGE ERROR."
Occasionally, the Pirani chamber pressure gauge becomes disconnected or
pinched. To address this, the machine must be turned off and opened. If the motor has
not yet been started (ie you have pushed "start") you can simply turn the power off and
proceed to opening directions.
If the motor has already started and the red LED light of the "stop" button is not
illuminated (or doesn't respond to being pressed) the motor must be turned off manually.
Open the front panel door. Locate the motor on the right side near the top and front. It is
about the size of a shoebox and has red and green buttons and a digital display. When
the motor is on, the digital display will show the speed of the motor. To turn off
manually, press STOP, the red button (NOTE: I HAVE NOT ACTUALLY DONE THIS
BUT IN THEORY IT SHOULD WORK.) When the motor is stopped the display will
read "LEVITATION." Power can now be turned off.
To open the Auto 306, first unplug from wall. Remove the "shroud" base of the
bell jar by unscrewing the four flat head screws on the top (see figure). Remove cover by
pulling forward and placing to the side (will still be connected via ground wires that can
be disconnected or left intact.
Two Philips-head screws will be visible on the metal strip between the bell jar and
the electronics cabinet (see figure). These are spring loaded, so unscrew slightly and they
will pop out.
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The electronics cabinet is hinged can be opened to the right like a clamshell (see
figure). Make sure the machine is stabilized while cabinet is opened as it is quite heavy.
The back of the control panel will be visible while the cabinet is open (small
arrow above). Check the pirani gauges (see 2 and 3 of figure below; also labeled on back
of panel) are securely plugged in. The pinched cable is evident, straighten it out a bit.
-7 9
1®
Reclose the electronic cabinet, replace spring screws and shroud. Plug in Auto
306 and restart.
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